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Safety
officers to
be required
on some
air flights

Two U.S. troops
wounded in
Mosul firefight
By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iraqi
rebel suspects lobbed a grenade and
fired on U.S. soldiers searching
homes for insurgents today in the
northern city of Mosul, precipitating
a firefight that left three Iraqis dead
and two U.S. soldiers wounded, the
U.S. military said.
Sgt. Robert Woodward of the
101st Airborne Division, which has
its headquarters in Mosul, said the
military suspected the attackers
belong to Ansar al-Islam, a militant
Islamic group that operates in northern Iraq and is believed to have ties
to the al-Qaida terrorist network.
The American troops were
involved in a "cordon and knock
operation. We knock on the door and
give them a chance to surrender, but
they fired small arms and threw a
hand grenade at soldiers, who
returned fire and entered the building and cleared it," Woodward said.
Soldiers seized $30,000 worth of
Iraqi dinar and a cache of arms

including two grenade launchers, 11
rocket-propelled grenades, eight
hand grenades, two assault rifles
with 1,100 rounds, a 9-mm submachine gun, he said.
The attack left three Iraqi men
dead and • two American soldiers
wounded but in stable condition,
Woodward said.
Six people remaining in the
house were turned over to Iraqi
police — one man, two women and
three children who could not be left
unsupervised, he said.
Earlier, Maj. Hugh Cate of the
same Airborne Division said a U.S.
military vehicle in Mosul was
attacked by RPGs and small-arms
fire but that there were no injuries or
damage.
Also Monday, U.S. troops in
Mosul defused a roadside bomb
found at a major traffic intersection.
On Sunday, roadside bombs
killed two U.S. soldiers and two
Iraqi children in central Iraq, a day
after strikes in the holy city of

AP Photo

U.S Army soldiers of the 1st Battalion, 22nd Regiment,(1-22) of the 4th Infantry Division, talk
onboard their M1 tank in front of a mosque in Tikrit, Iraq, today.
In central Baghdad on Sunday, a soldiers, their Iraqi interpreter and
Karbala targeted America's coalition
ed beside a road killed eight members of the Iraqi civil
_Oently plant,.
partners.
The Karbala attacks — multiple, s-two Iraqi children and an American defense corps.
"It was a bad one," Compton
coordinated strikes involving mor- soldier and wounded 14 people, said
tars, machine guns and a car bomb U.S. Army Sgt. Patrick Compton of said. "It's a real densely populated
— claimed six more lives Sunday, the Army's 1st Armored Division.
The wounded include five American •See Page 2
raising the death toll to 19.

School district
leaves group
suing lawmakers
For Christian County, that would
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
One of the school districts in a have meant $4,111.
"We know we need more fundgroup suing state lawmakers for
inadequate funding of public educa- ing," said Barry Cornelius, a
Christian County board member.
tion has withdrawn as a member.
The Christian County Board of "But ... we would like to let our own
Education made its decision this legislators here in the area fight for
month after the Council for Better us instead of suing them. They have
Education asked for contributions to worked with us real well, and we
just kind of felt like we wanted to
cover the costs of the lawsuit.
The board says it wants to give give them the opportunity to see
legislators more time to fmd money what they could do and also the new
governor."
for schools.
"We also felt we could use that
The council represents more than
160 school districts across the state. money better on our own children in
With legal costs estimated at the school system than to spend it
$279,760, the group is assessing its fighting a lawsuit," he said.
members 50 cents per pupil based
on annual daily attendance.
•See Page 2

Four teens treated
after Friday wreck
Stet Report
Murray Ledger & Times
COLDWATER, Ky. — Four
Murray teenagers were treated for
injuries sustained in a single-vehicle
wreck Friday evening on Ky. 121.
Alicia Watkins, 16, was traveling
northbound on Ky. 121 about 5
miles north of Murray when she lost
control of her 1992 Honda Accord at
6:06 p.m. Friday, according to a
release from the Kentucky State
Police.
Three of the vehicle's occupants
were ejected and Andrea Bledsoe,
14, was extricated from beneath the
car, police said.
Watkins, Bledsoe and the two
other passengers — Artasia Harris,
17, and McKenzie Jones, 16 -were transported to Murray

t.

Calloway-County Hospital with
multiple injuries, police said.
Watkins was treated And released
and Jones was admitted but was no
longer there, a hospital spokeswoman said this morning. No information on Harris was available.
Bledsoe was later transported to
Vanderbilt Medical Center and was
released from there Sunday, a
Vanderbilt spokesman said.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Murray-Calloway
Department,
Service,
Ambulance
County
Calloway County Office of
Management and
Emergency
Calloway County Fire and Rescue
assisted KSP on the scene. The state
police is continuing the investigation.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Amid
a heightened state of alert for terrorists, the U.S. government said
Monday it will require international air carriers in certain cases to
place armed law enforcement officers on flights over the United
States.
Security
Homeland
The
Department said the directive,
which is effective immediately, will
further enhance security on commercial and cargo aircraft flying to,
from and over the United States.
"We are asking international air
carriers to take this protective
action as part of our ongoing effort
to make air travel safe for
Americans and visitors alike,"
Homeland Security Secretary Tom
Ridge said in a statement.
"I have said that we will take
specific steps to increase security
whenever necessary, and with this
action we are doing just that," he
added.
Homeland Security spokesman
Dennis Murphy said the move will
apply to specific flights "based on
specific information" whenever it
surfaces.
"We will then notify the carrier
that based on information we
received, we require a law enforcement officer to be on the plane,"
Murphy said. The directive contemplates that armed officers from
the country of the airline's ownership would be aboard.
A senior intelligence official
said earlier this month that analysts
were particularly concerned about
the threat of Sept. 11-style attacks,
in which terrorists would use
hijacked airliners as weapons.
The directive comes in the form
of three emergency amendments to
air security regulations involving
cargo planes, passenger planes and
airliners passing over U.S. airspace.
There are thousands of international commercial and cargo flights
daily involving U.S. airspace and
hundreds of international carriers.
Britain said Sunday it tightened
security for trans-Atlantic flights
and suggested it might put armed
sky marshals on some planes. The
United States already places armed
security officers on certain flights.
"The last few days have seen the
United States increase their general
threat and security levels, and what
we are proposing is a proportionate
and appropriate level of response at
a time when the threat to both our
countries and around the world
remains real and serious." Britain's
top law enforcement official, David
Blunkett, said.
The Bush administration raised
the terrorism alert level to orange.
or high, on Dec. 21 and Air France
canceled six flights between Paris
and Los Angeles on Wednesday
and Thursday, following security
discussions between U.S. and
French officials.
"What we are saying here is we
expect this level of cooperation
from all nations." Murphy told The
Associated Press. This step is in
case we might not get that same
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Utah motor home crash puzzling

•School ...
cial and adequacy questions" about
education funding in the state.
School districts that are part of
The lawsuit was filed in
the council must decide this month September, asking the courts to
or next whether they will help pay determine how much state govern•
ment should fund elementary and
for the lawsuit.
Blake Haselton, the council's secondary education.
David
President
Senate
interim president and Oldham
County's superintendent, said the Williams, R-Burkesv iIle, and House
council had not been notified by Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling
Green, are defendants in the case.
Christian County of its decision.
The lawsuit is currently before
"Certainly we have people that
believe that the resolution is best Franklin County Circuit Court
met through discussions with the Judge William L. Graham, who is
legislature," Haselton said. "We reviewing a defense motion to discertainly encourage those efforts miss the lawsuit.
Defense attorneys say the case
and we'll continue to support them
should be dismissed because it
ourselves."
While the council is continuing could infringe on the state constitutalks with leaders in Frankfort, tion and cross the separation of
Haselton said the lawsuit is seeking powers. They also argue the courts
long-term answers to "legal. finan- cannot rule on possible future
actions by the General Assembly.
Attorneys for the council disMURRAY
agree, saying that past education
budgets lead schools to believe the
General Assembly will not provide
Whitnell Ave.
enough funding. The legislature
Murray, KY 42071-1040
appropriated a bit more than $2 bilDEPARTMENT HEADS
lion for the current fiscal year for
school operations.
day-to-day
Alice
Rouse
Publisher
is the second of its
lawsuit
The
Eric Walker
Managing Editor
kind from the council, which sucAdvertising Mgr
Slone Hutchison
cessfully sued the legislature over
education funding in 1985. That
Jill Stephens
Classifieds Mgr
case culminated in 1989 with the
Tammy Thompson
Office Mgr
Kentucky Supreme Court's declarRita Boggess
Business Mgr.
ing the state's entire public school
system unconstitutional.
READER INFORMATION
A year later, the legislature
Business Hours
the Kentucky Education
enacted
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Act, which significantly
Reform
Sat. Closed
increased education funding but
Phone (270) 753-1916
also overhauled the public school
-.
Fax (270)753-1927
system.
Subscription Rates
The lawsuit alleges the legislaAll subscriptions payable in
ture has failed to follow through on
advance Home delivery 6 days a
the funding.
week.
A study commissioned by the
council earlier this year by
1 year
3 months 6 months
University of Virginia researcher
$84.00
$21.75
$43.50
Deborah Verstegen said the state
Mailed in Calloway Co. Benton,
should be spending an additional
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and
$892 million per year to keep up
Farmington , Ky. - $91.00
with programs and to meet the
By mail to rest of KY/TN - $116.00
state's goal of getting all students to
other mail subscriptions - $136.00.
proficiency by 2014.
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Town Crier
The following is an event that
are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• The Murray Independent
Schools Board of Education will
session
special
in
meet
Tuesday, Dec. 30, at noon at the
Carter Administration Building.
• The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet Tuesday, Dec.
30, at 4 p.m. for a special session in the court house meeting
MOM.

'WE HAVE THE SOLUTION
For All Your Insurance Needs

The Murray Insurance Agency
provides coverage for:
• Life Insurance
• Farmers
• Automobiles
• Health (Group & Individual
• Homeowners
• Workers Compensation
• Commercial
• Medicare Supplements
• Bonds
• Long-Term Care
• Motorcycles
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-4751

DRAPER, Utah (AP)
Investigators ruled out poor road
and weather conditions but were left
puzzled as to why a motor home
crashed off an interstate bridge,
killing five of the 10 people on
board.
The 10 people inside the motor
home were believed to be members
of a West Richland, Wash., family.
Names were not immediately
released pending notification of relatives.
The driver, a man believed to be
in his 40s, was killed instantly, said
Utah Highway Patrol Trooper
Anthony Carrubba. The other fatal
victims were a 5-month-old boy, a
4-year-old girl, a 6-year-old girl and
a 7-year-old boy.
Two women and an 8-year-old
boy were flown to area hospitals in
critical condition, Carrubba said.
Two other children — a 14-year-old
boy and another 8-year-old boy
had less serious injuries.
The motor home was traveling
northbound on Interstate 15, about
20 miles south of downtown Salt
Lake City, on Sunday afternoon.
The vehicle went into the median,
through a guard rail and then went
airborne for about 100 feet before
crashing nose first on the highway
below.
Salt Lake City saw about 18

AP Photo

Emergency personnel shield from view the bodies of five people killed in a crash Sunday along
Interstate 15 in Draper, Utah. The vehicle, with 10 people inside, appeared to have crashed
through the guardrail at the front of an overpass, rear, then landed on or beyond the road that the
Interstate spans before coming to a stop on a hill.
inches of snow fall between home from its left lane into the missing its door — were heaped in a
Christmas Day and into early median, but Carrubba discounted pile on the Interstate 15 median
Sunday, but the interstate was clear that after discovering wind gusts before being heaved into a waiting
were no more than 19 mph on trash bin.
and dry at the time of the accident.
Interstate traffic in both direc"The road conditions were fine," Sunday.
Contents of the white, 30-foot tions were backed up for miles for
Carrubba said. "There were no skid
motor home with blue trim — about two hours following the accimarks."
Wind at first was thought a possi- including a microwave oven, a col- dent.
ble factor in pushing the motor lapsed sofa and a small refrigerator

Developers to start marketing Lyon
County regional industrial park
FREDONIA, Ky. (AP) —
Developers plan to start marketing a
five-county industrial park next
month in hopes of l'artcting-a large
manufacturer.
The nearly 475-acre Pennyrile
WestPark Industrial Site is expected
to be promoted on the Web sites of
Economic
Kentucky
the
Development Cabinet and West
Kentucky Corp., a regional marketing group.
The property covers more than a
quarter of the 1,800 acres of farmland the state owned next to the
Correctional
Kentucky
West
Complex. That land will be con-

trolled by a committee appointed by Caldwell County Judge-Executive
Lyon, Van Knight."Now it's up to us to do
from
judge-executives
Caldwell, Crittenden, Livingston it in honor of him."
Boyd died of a heart attack on
and Trigg counties.
The counties will share market- Dec. 1, less than a month after offiing costs through a partnership with cials from the five counties reached
the state. Any sale must be approved agreement with then-Gov. Paul
by the state and board with the state Patton's administration to take owngetting proceeds. The counties will ership of the nearly 475 acres of
state prison farmland. The officials
share other park revenue.
The project suffered a setback had hoped to start marketing the
with the recent death of Lyon property this month, but Boyd's
County Judge-Executive Jim Boyd, death caused a delay.
On his last day as governor,
a leading advocate for the regional
Patton picked Boyd's widow, Sara
development.
"Jim was just determined we Jean Boyd, to replace him as judgewere going to get it done," said executive. He had been in office for

•Security ...
From Front
level of cooperation that we've received thus far
from our closest allies. We anticipate the same
level of cooperation from all air carriers that fly
to and out of the U.S."

In a news release, the Homeland Security
Department said it will continue to conduct
checks on passengers and crew of flights entering
and leaving U.S. airspace, and will analyze threat
information related to those flights.

When intelligence information warrants, it
said, the government will direct additional security requirements for specific flights, including
protection by law enforcement officers where
warranted, it said.

•Firefight
From Front
area of town."
Attackers detonated another
roadside bomb later Sunday as a
U.S. convoy was traveling on a road
near Fallujah, west of Baghdad,
killing another American soldier and
wounding three, the U.S. military
said. The latest deaths bring the

number of American combat deaths
since the invasion in March to 325.
Despite the attacks, U.S. military
officials say the number of rebel
assaults has dropped from about 50
a day in mid-September to an average of 14 or 15 a day, rising to 18 on
Christmas Day.
The Karbala attacks on Saturday

Gigantic Holiday Sale
20%• 30% • 40% OFF!
For
24
Hours
ONLY!

only 10 months. Boyd's goal was to
lure a large industry to the park,
which already has most of the needed utilities and is near Interstate 24,
the Western Kentucky Parkway,
Lyon County Riverpoh and rail
service, Knight said.
"We're just hoping to get the
same consideration that all these
other mega industrial parks across
the state are getting," Knight said.
Several of the parks are supported by state coal severance tax
money, and the Pennyrile park,
being near western Kentucky coalfields, has that opportunity, he said.

NOW IN PROGRESS!
Now See This! We pay the taxes!
This MON., DEC. 29, TUES., DEC. 30, AND
WED., DEC. 31 from 9 a.m. to 5p .m.
Wiggins will pay the taxes on your purchases.
The sale will go on but this great special
is good for only 24 hours!

were the biggest since the Dec. 13
capture of Saddam Hussein.
Bulgaria declared Tuesday an official day of mourning for six
Bulgarian and two Thai soldiers
killed in the attacks, • which
destroyed the Bulgarians headquarters in Iraq and appeared designed to
undermine the resolve of U.S. allies
soldiering in Iraq.
Six coalition soldiers, six Iraqi
police officers and a civilian died
Saturday. On Sunday, a Bulgarian
lieutenant and five Iraqis wounded
in the attacks died in the hospital,
the Polish news agency PAP reported.
In the northern city of Kirkuk,
police said they arrested four foreigners Sunday night who could be
connected with attacks in that city.
Police chief Sand al-Ubaidi said two
Egyptians, one Afghan and one
Iranian, who all had fake passports,
were handed over to U.S. troops.
"They are strangers in the city ...

believed to have links to the bombings in Kirkuk and its suburbs and to
have links to the resistance" to the
U.S.-led occupation, he told The _
Associated Press.
Thailand announced Monday it
will send an additional 30 troops to
provide security for its other troops.
Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra
said Thailand would fulfill its oneyear commitment to the United
States and would "not run away
from a friend."
Officials said Sunday they arrested five Iraqi suspects in the Karbala
attacks. More than 130 Iraqis and
several dozen coalition soldiers
were injured, officials said, including five Americans and 26
Bulgarians. Six of Bulgarians are in
serious condition, PAP reported.
The Thai and Bulgarian troops
form part of a multinational force of
9,500 soldiers under Polish command. .

QUIT SMOKING CLASSES
Cooper Clayton Method to Stop Smoking

CLASSES BEGIN JANUARY 13th
When:

Tuesdays 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.

Where:

Stuart Poston Health &
Wellness Center
Call To Register: 753-3381
Classes also available in other counties.
Call the local Health Center for details.
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Hog jowl, steak vie for New Year's meal
As I walked out of the courthouse I paused as
I recognized an approaching figure. "Hello,
Grumbles. Haven't seen you in a while. How's it
going?"
Grumbles, whose nickname reflected his
demeanor, tugged his overcoat lapels together and
glanced up. "Oh, it's you,
Lloyd. I'll tell you how it's
going. I've got to get car
tags is how it's going. 1 told
Doris I could wait two
Agriculture
MOM days and save the
interest but she said they
Update
might close early New Years
By Lloyd
Eve and for me to get the
Weatherly
tags today when it's cold
Calloway County
and the wind blows and
Agriculture
makes my head cold."
Extension Agent
Grumbles pulled his black
toboggan down as far as possible trying to protect his hairless head from the stiff breeze.
"Well, if you're supposed to get your tags this
month, you've pretty much waited it out.
Thursday is New Years Day, you know."
"Don't like the new tags with that smiling
sun on it. I'll stick something over that sun or
color over it. Looks like a cartoon smiling like
that."
"It is kind of cheery. isn't it? What are you

doing for New Years, Grumbles?"
Grumbles dipped a gloved hand into his right
coat pocket and pulled out a white piece of
paper. "Black eyed peas, celery, cranberries and
hog jowl," he mumbled."Doris said I had to go
to the market for New Year groceries. Celery
doesn't have any taste and is stringy and Doris
said cranberries gave a plate color and I don't
care about colors or cranberries either and she
said hog jowl and black eyed peas give good
luck for next year but I ate some last year and
sunburned my head this sununer pushing the
lawn mower. I don't believe in those superstitions."
Grumbles shifted uneasily and continued his
monotonous monologue."Doris said her sister
was coming over to eat and 1 know what that
means that we'll be eating during the bowl
games and I'll miss the kickoff and everything
else while they talk about things I don't care
about."
"There's a lot of football on television the
next few days. There'll be plenty to watch, even
if you miss a little during lunch."
"Kentucky never goes to a bowl and I
thought they had a good team this year but
they're staying at home again. I wish Kentucky
goes next year and wins a bowl game so I can
watch that Wildcat mascot celebrate."
"No, they didn't quite do it this year but they
played some good games. We'll see what hap-

pens next year. It's been a good year, though,
hasn't it Grumbles? We had a little snow last
winter, a beautiful spring and the summer was
nice and not too hot. We had pretty good rain
too and the farmers have done well with their
crops and cattle and some of the prices. It's good
to see that since they've had a few years of high
costs and depressed prices."
"I don't like hog jowl and maybe I'll buy me
a steak for New Year. Farmers make good steak.
Doris and Florine can eat hog jowl and have
good luck but I'm going to buy me a steak and
maybe my head won't sunburn and when Doris
sees it she'll say for me to get them a steak too
that they'll eat steak and hog jaw both."
"I'm looking forward to 2004, Grumbles.
Hope it's as good a year as 2003 and I hope that
you and Doris have a great 2004. I'll bet your
New Years meal turns out great and you'll get to
watch more than enough football."
"I've got to go," Grumbles sighed and
glanced at me, the slightest of smiles crossed his
round face."Hope yours is too and the farmers
because I'm going to eat steak more in 2004 and
I don't care what Doris says." Grumbles turned
and walked up the sidewalk, his bland dialogue
rambling on,"that smiling license plate can eat
hog jowl too and I'll get a potato to bake too for
New Year to go with my steak and I don't care
what Doris says because I'll have a good New
Year even though I don't eat hog jowl ...."

Land Between the
Lakes Bison Auction
set for January 17
GOLDEN POND, Ky. - Land Between The Lakes (LBL) National
Recreation Area hosts its annual Bison Auction Saturday, Jan. 17, 2004.
Due to annual reproduction, there is a need to remove surplus bison from
each of LBL's two bison herds. Thinning of the herds is necessary to sustain
optimal habitat conditions in both bison areas.
The bison auction will occur at two locations. Bison at the Elk & Bison
Prairie(EBP)will be auctioned at the EBP Corral, beginning at 9 a.m. Bison
at the South Bison Range(SBR) will be auctioned at the SBR Corral immediately following the EBP auction. If weather prohibits an outdoor auction,
the auction will be held at the Administrative Office, one-half mile south of
the EBP.
Approximately 40-50 total bison will be auctioned this year. The bison
will be auctioned in lots of single and multiple animals. Ten calves and four
yearlings will be sold at the EBP. Approximately 5-10 cows and 25 calves
AP Photo
will be sold at the SBR.
Dr. Ron DeHaven, United States Department of Agriculture Chief
Viewing of bison will be available just prior to the live auction at each
Veterinarian, looks on as USDA Food Safety Veterinarian Dr. location. Participants are responsible for their own transportation between
Kenneth Petersen speaks to reporters on Sunday in the two sites.
Washington. Meat from a Holstein sick with mad cow disease
Bison must be paid for in full on the day of the auction. Allanimals will
has now reached retail markets in eight states and one territory, he tested for TB and Brucellosis, and certified by a licensed veterinarian.
but still poses no health risk, Agriculture Department officials Buyers have the option of vaccinating bison prior to loading by an on-site
veterinarian for the following: Leptospirosis, Blackleg, Pinkeye, respiratosaid.
ry viruses, and worms. The buyer will be required to pay the cost of these
vaccinations. Specific details on the age and sex of all animals to be sold
may be obtained after 8 a.m. on Jan. 9, until the day of the sale, by calling
270-924-2065.
Buyers of less than two lots, or four bison (whichever is less), are
required to load bison on the day of the auction. All other buyers are
required to load bison by 12 noon on Jan. 20, 2004; however, a $50 per day
holding fee will be charged. All pick-ups must be arranged on the day of the
for retail sale.
By The Associated Press
"The recalled meat represents auction. The Forest Service will assist the buyer in loading their bison, but
—
(AP)
WASHINGTON
Investigators and retailers in eight essentially zero risk to consumers," once bison step off the loading chute and into the buyer's trailer, they
states and a territory are scrambling said Petersen, of USDA's food safe- become the property of the buyer.
to recover meat that may have come ty agency.
For additional information regarding the bison auction, please contact
He said pans most likely to carry
from a Holstein stricken with deadly
Ray, Wildlife Technician, at 270-924-2061.
Scott
infection — the brain, spinal cord
mad cow disease.
The USDA Forest Service, one of the nation's leading providers of outAgriculture Department officials and lower intestine — were
maintain, meanwhile, there is no removed before the meat from the door recreation, manages Land Between The Lakes. For more information
infected cow was cut and processed about LBL, including our Elk & Bison Prairie, visit us on the Internet at
health risk to consumers.
Dr. Ron De Haven, chief veteri- for human consumption.
www.lbl.org or call us at 1-800-LBL-7077 or 270-924-2000.
Despite their assurances of food
nary officer at the USDA, reiterated
safety, federal officials have taken
that point today.
"We know from scientific the precaution of recalling 10,000
research" that the agent that causes pounds of meat from the infected
the disease "does not go into muscle cow and from 19 other cows slaughtissue or the meat cuts but resides tered Dec. 9 at Vern's Moses Lake
primarily in the central nervous sys- Meat Co., in Moses Lake, Wash.
DeHaven said that there are no
tem, the brain and the spinal cord,"
he said on NBC's "Today" show. plans to expand the recall. Because
DeHaven described the danger as it is not known exactly what por-certainly minuscule risk, if any risk tions of the meat cut that day came
from the diseased cow, health
at all."
"We're, again, taking this action authorities must assume that some
out of an abundance of precaution could have reached any location
and not out of any real risk to the where any part of the 10,000-pound
public safety," he told CBS's "The supply was distributed.
Officials still are recovering meat
Early Show."
Dr. Kenneth Petersen, a depart- and won't know how much was
ment veterinarian, said Sunday that found for days, Petersen said.
Mad cow disease, known formalIan investigation revealed that meat
spongiform
bovine
as
from the infected dairy cow could ly
have reached retail markets in encephalopathy, or BSE, is a conAlaska, Hawaii, Idaho and Montana cern because humans who eat brain UP FOR ADOPTION...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
and the territory of Guam — more or spinal matter from an infected
cow can develop a brain-wasting ill- located on Shelter Lane, has listed this 9-month-old long-hair
locations than originally thought.
Officials had said earlier that ness, variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob dis- white female, left, and this 6-month-old female short-hair Tabby.
most of the meat went to ease. During a mad cow outbreak in Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday, through
Washington and Oregon, with lesser the 1980s, 143 people died of it in Friday, and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.. Saturday. For information call 759amounts to California and Nevada, Britain,
4141.

More states may have
received sick cow meat

Pets of the Week

Holtda-y Special
(
Present this coupon at the time or
your appointment to take advantaur
of this special offer.
(Offer valid thru 12-31-03)

EYES & EYEWEAR
Hours
Of
Mon Fri 90 m -6 p'•
Wolk-Ins Weicome

Dr Douglas W Payne- Opfometnsf

(270) 753-5507

506 N 125i
(Next to Los
PL

Oir'ip

Our Thanks To You...
...For Allowing Us To Serve Your Insurance Needs
For The Past Five Years!

MCKINNEY INSURANCE SERVICES

Largest Selection Of
Pre-Owned Trucks & SUVs This Year!
Check Out These Great Deals:

'01 CHEVY SILVERADO
Extended Cab, V-8, CD Player, 4 Wheel Drive, Bed Liner
Stock #X3135

1,900- LOADED!

NOW $2

.try
..
/"
"to

6-\-)
'97 FORD RANGER
Extended Cab, V-6, 4 Wheel Drive, Automatic
Stock #X3133

-

NOW $9,900 SHARP!

'02 JEEP LIBERTY
V-6, 4 Wheel Drive, CD Player, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr. Windows & Locks
Stock #X3137

NOW

17,900 - MUST SEE!
...-

k41110.,:4

'00 FORD EXPLORER
4 Wheel Drive Automatic, Cruise, Pwr. Windows & Locks
Stock #X3134

NOW

93,900 _ PRICED TO SELL!

veq
ouRRV,Otj

' GONEI!
Re

RGO
ti
E

TOE
We Don't
Want To Pay
Taxes On
These
Vehicles!

THESE OFFERS
END DEC.31!!!
LARGEST
INVENTORY
OF THE YEAR!

NO
REASONABLE
OFFER
REFUSED!

BRANDON(19WORLD
1300N. 121 By-Pass • Murray, KY
(270)753-5315 — (800)455-5315

111111 Irk

"YOUR HOMETOWN INSURANCE SOURCE"
AUTO - MOTORCYCLE - RV - ATV - BOAT - JET SKI - HOME
104 N. 4th Street
(Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair) -

753-3500
www.inekinneyins.com

SUBSCRIBE TO THE MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES TODAY BY CALLING 753-1916
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What could go wrong?
Bush re-election could
hinge on economy,Iraq
AP File Photo

Fletcher says
candidacy came
at 'right time'
Though it was a long time in
corning, a Republican was bound to
win the governorship again
someday. But
the victory of
Fletcher, who
defeated
Attorney
General Ben
Chandler decisively in the
Nov. 4 election,
went beyond the
Capitol
mere law of
averages.
Ideas
Fletcher, in
By Charles
an interview
Wolfe
with The
AP Writer
Associated
Press, said he
was the beneficiary of a widespread and pronounced change in the way voters
assess candidates and view the
political parties.
The die-hards and blind loyalists
— registered Democrats or
Republicans who vote for the candidate of their party, no matter what
— have shrunk to a minority of the
electorate, Fletcher said.
The rest of the electorate "is
sand. It will blow in either direction," he said. "I just happened to
step on the scene at the right time,
when I think people of Kentucky
realized they were ready for
change."
Chandler was hurt by former
Gov. Paul Patton, who had an
embarrassing extramarital affair and
who also pardoned two close aides
and two other political supporters
whom Chandler was trying to prosecute.
In an earlier interview, Patton
said there was "no question that my
conduct hurt" Chandler, though
whether it actually cost Chandler
the election was debatable. "I don't
really know. I do know that it is
awful hard to defend 32 years of
one party being in power," Patton
said — and Fletcher agreed.
"If anybody thought the reason
for this was Paul Patton, they didn't
see the big picture," Fletcher told

the AP."This was more about
change and about decades of the
same old people."
Fletcher said he is convinced
that Kentucky voters were tired of
— as he viewed it — bringing up
the rear nationally, whether in per
capita income or economic development or education.
He said he was convinced that
the public believed Democrats had
been in power long enough, and it
was time to give the other major
party a shot.
Fletcher said the biggest change
in the 36 years since Republican
Louie B. Nunn won the governorship is that people are more likely
to vote for the individual than for
the party."We happened to walk
into that opportunity," he said.
In addition, Kentuckians have
grown comfortable with
Republicans in high office.
Kentucky's two U.S. Senate
seats, most of its U.S. House seats
and control of the state Senate currently are in Republican hands.
President Bush carried the state by
15 percentage points over Al Gore
in 2000.
Chandler, needing to counter the
Republican time-for-a-change
theme, made the national economy,
and Kentucky's heavy loss of manufacturing jobs, his centerpiece
issue. But he could not get enough
traction — the issue did not have
infinite staying power — and
Fletcher landed the knockout punch
when Bush came to Paducah and
London to campaign for him on the
weekend before the election.
Fletcher said Bush's appearance
in Paducah had an especially telling
effect. Western Kentucky is overwhelmingly Democrat by registration but also decidedly conservative, more prone to identify with
the national Republican Party than
with the national Democratic Party.
"By my opponent nationalizing
the election, he just emphasized the
difference," Fletcher said.
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporterfor The Associated Press.

WASHINGTON (AP) Iraq
and the economy are likely to be
the keys to whether President Bush
is awarded a second term next
November. History and current
events seem to favor Bush. But veterans in both parties know how
quickly political fortunes can
change.
And in a nation that appears as
closely divided as it was in 2000 —
when the presidential election
essentially produced a statistical tie
— a shock to the economy or major
setbacks in Iraq could turn the tide.
"If in the battleground states
there's a continued loss of industrial jobs, and if we have a
Democratic candidate who can use
that effectively in places like
Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin
and Oregon, then Bush may be in
trouble,- said James Thurber, a
presidential scholar at American
University.
Still, Thurber said, reflecting a
widespread view,"Bush is going to
be very hard to beat."
At year's end, the president was
riding high. Saddam Hussein was in
custody. Libya's Moammar Gadhafi
was welcoming U.N. weapons
inspectors. The Dow Jones
Industrial Average was holding
above 10,000 on a series of upbeat
economic reports.
And Congress approved a
Medicare prescription drug benefit
that gave the president and his
party a major stake in what traditionally has been Democratic territory.
Furthermore, the president was

sitting atop a political war chest °I
upward of $100 million — with no
primary opposition. The last three
presidents to run unopposed —
Republicans Richard Nixon (1992)
and Ronald Reagan (1984)and
Democrat Bill Clinton(1996)—
were all handily re-elected.
There were some shadows on
the horizon, however, for Bush.
Howard Dean was emerging as
the clear Democratic front-runner.
Even though his strong anti-war
stance seemed an easy target for
Republicans, his ability to raise
funds and energize volunteers by
adroit use of the Internet did not go
unnoticed among Bush's advisers.
These supporters may show up
in droves on Election Day.
Iraq remains the biggest wild
card for Bush.
Saddam's capture gave him an
immediate boost in the polls and
made Americans more optimistic
about prospects for a speedier U.S.
troop withdrawal.
But Saddam's capture clearly did
not lessen the terrorist threat at
home, as last week's raising of the
alert level underscored. Guerrilla
attacks on coalition forces and their
helpers continued unabated after
Saddam's arrest.
Democratic pollster Peter Hart
describes the post-Saddam spike in
Bush's popularity as a "pogo stick
bounce" sure to come down rapidly
in the coming weeks.
Richard Haas, the president of
the Council on Foreign Relations,
says it's too early to know whether
Saddam's arrest marks a turning

AP File Photo
point."So a month from now, two
months from now, six months from
now, it will be the situation in Iraq
that will determine whether the
Democrats have an issue on which
the president is vulnerable," said
Haas, who has served in both Bush
administrations.
Bush found out earlier this year
how quickly events can backfire.
His landing on an aircraft carrier
off the California coast in May —
dressed in a flight suit and under a
"mission accomplished" banner —
to declare an end to major combat
looked like a public relations coup
at the time. That image became less
compelling as the American death
toll in Iraq climbed.
Bush supporters claim the president's tax cuts were a major factor
in revitalizing the economy. But the
recovery has been uneven.
Employment rolls remain 2.4 mil-

lion jobs lower
than when the
recession began
in March 2001.
The sinking
dollar also could
pose problems.
The greenback
has lost nearly a
third of its value
against the euro Washington
and other major
Today
currencies over
By Tom Raum
the,past three
Associated
years. hi the short
Writer
Press
term, this has
been good for
U.S. manufacturers, allowing them to charge lower
prices overseas and raising the
price of competing imports at
home.
But if the decline accelerates, it
could hurt confidence and trigger
inflation. Some economists cite an
uncanny similarity to 1987, when a
floundering dollar helped trigger a
stock-market crash.
Democrats are emphasizing job
losses, shortcomings in the new
prescription drug bill, meager funds
for schools, and tax cuts they claim
are too beneficial to the wealthy.
For now, Republicans, while
warning against complacency, are
not taking such criticisms too seriously.
"On the two issues that matter
the most, national security and economic security, Bush is winning.
And no Democratic rhetoric or spin
will undermine that," said GOP
pollster Frank Luntz.
Tom Raum has covered
Washingtonfor The Associated
Press since 1973, including five
presidencies.

Another Opinion
The following is an editorial published by The Courier-Journal in Louisville and provided by the Associated Press. This editorial is not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The Associated Press or the Murray Ledger & Times: •
Gov. Ernie Fletcher has bitten his first budget bullet, and not how
his party's hard core hoped.
Facing an immediate shortfall of $304 million by June, he ordered
2.5 percent cuts in state operational expenses but spared elementary
and secondary schools and the Medicaid program for the elderly,
poor and disabled.
The cuts could have been deeper, but he decided instead to tap
$54 million in the rainy day fund and about $68 million in welfare
for states that Washington recently sent along.
This decision surely left his most militant backers sputtering in
rage.
After all, what they thought they were getting in Gov. Fletcher
was a guy who couldn't wait to roll up his sleeves and take an ax to
the great gobs of fat and huge piles of waste that everybody, especially the leaders of the state Senate, knows are stacked to the
rafters wherever you look in Frankfort. Heck, he even had an efficiency task force working for a month to draw up the hit list.
Instead, when he got the perfect excuse to start cutting the place
down to size, he ended up doing an imitation of Paul Patton, talking about a budget crisis that's been building for years and making
the smallest cuts he could.
Well, let'em stew in their own bile.
The rest of us should cheer the new governor for showing such
fortitude and sense.
His real problem, though, is how to keep doing the same.

An even bigger shortfall is projected for the next year, and he has
to have a plan for dealing with it within a month. All the gimmicks,
such as raiding one-time reserves, have been used, the legislators
are still hallucinating, and the feds are tapped out.
Yet Medicaid is reeling from previous cuts. Public schools are
reeling from declining state support. Higher education is reeling
from its third big hit m three years, and tuitions are soaring.
And all these services are ones for which both the demand and
need are increasing, not dropping.
Let us hope that his next decision is as responsible as this one
was.

Got Something To Say?
Send your letter to P.O. Box 1040, Murray KY 42071 or fax to 270753-1927. Please include address and telephone number and all letters MUST BE SIGNED] Letters should be between 300-400 words
in length and we require letters be typed. The Murray Ledger &
Times reserves the right to edit or reject any letter on the basis of
length, style, spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page. Letters of a "thank you" nature, except
those directed toward the community as a whole, will not be accepted. Comments or questions may be directed to Eric Walker, managing editor, at 753-1916

Obituaries
Imes-Miller
Funeral Home
& Crematory
753-7000

Mrs. Gladys Conner
PSI
%.41114akti.14.

CHURCHILL IMES L
7.44
FUNERAL HOME
753-8888

Mrs. Jean R. Litchford
Mrs. Jean R. Litchford, 56, Vine Street, Murray, died Saturday. Dec.
27, 2003, at 4:12 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was employed at Murray State University and was a member of
Community of Christ Church at Tr -City.
Born March 19, 1947, in Ypsilanti, Mich., she was the daughter of the
late Herbert Raney and Marie Cada Raney. Also preceding her in death
were two sisters, Coral Brandon and Linda Luck.
Survivors include her husband, Carlton Litchford; one brother, Roy
Hubert Raney and wife, Shirley, Tampa, Fla.; two nieces; one nephew.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes
Family Funeral Home. Elders John and Cathy Sheppard will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Wednesday.

James Barry Finklea
James Barry Finklea, 87, Missouri Lane, Murray, father of John
Finklea of Murray, died Sunday, Dec. 28. 2003, at 11 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of RaineyMathis Funeral Home, Dexter, Mo.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of
local arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist
Church, 501 S. Walnut St., Dexter, Mo., 63841.

Mrs. Ava Nell McAskill
Mrs. Ave Nell McAskill, 81, Miami, Fla., formerly of Wingo, died
Tuesday, Dec. 9, 2003, in Miami.
She was a former business department head at Calloway County High
from 1964-67, and then taught at Columbia State Community
School
'
College, Columbia, Tenn. In 1970, she moved to .south Florida and
' taught business education until her retirement in 1994. She was a graduate of Murray State University.
Mrs. McAskill was the daughter of the late Almon J. Copeland and
Willie Oliver Copeland.
Survivors include two sons, Terry McAskill and Kenny McAskill,
daughter-in-law, Janice McAskill, and two grandchildren, Shawn
McAskill and Stiannan McAskill, all of Miami; one sister, Mrs. Emma
Mae Barrett, Riverside, Calif.
Graveside memorial rites will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Poyners'
Chapel Cemetery. The Rev. Matthew Wright will officiate.
Brown Funeral Home of Wingo is in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation is scheduled.
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Graveside services for Mrs. Gladys Conner will be today (Monday) at 2
p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. John Dale will officiate.
Visitation will be at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, from noon to I p.m.
today.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lebanon Church of Christ,27 St.
Rt. 339 East, Mayfield, Ky., 42066, Glendale Road Church of Christ, 1101
Glendale Rd., Murray, Ky., 42071, or to any charity of choice.
Mrs. Conner, 102, Mayfield, died Thursday, Dec. 25, 2003, at 1:55 p.m. at
Green Acres Healthcare Inc., Mayfield.
She had resided in Murray from 1951 to 1989. She was a member of
Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray, and a former member of Lebanon
Church of Christ in Graves County.
Her husband, Walter Henry Conner, former Murray businessman, one
daughter, Shirley Wilferd Morgan, and one brother, Buford Byrd, all preceded
her death. Born in Graves County, she was the daughter of the late Jeff Byrd
and Nora Broach Byrd.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Rebecca Boyd and husband, Louis,
Bogart, Ga., and Mrs. Linda Butterworth and husband, Charles, Montgomery,
Ala.; three sons, Ralph Conner and wife, Dolores, LeHeigh, Fla., Dick Conner
and wife, Marie, Mayfield, and Jerry Conner and wife, Carolyn, Athens, Ala.;
23 grandchildren and stepgrandchildren;53 great-grandchildren and stepgreatgrandchildren; 22 great-great-grandchildren and stepgreat-great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Eva Nesbitt Thurman
The funeral for Mrs. Eva Nesbitt Thurman was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Warren Sykes
officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was pianist and vocalist.
Pallbearers were Tim Weaver, Terry Weaver, Casey Nesbitt, Mitchell
Nesbitt, Terry Pat Lamb and James Thomas Nesbitt. Burial was in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Thurman,83, South 13th Street, Murray, died Friday, Dec. 26, 2003,
at 4:55 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Born March 30,1920,in Calloway County,she was the daughter of the late
Edgar Lamb and Beulah Sykes Lamb. One brother, Dee Lamb,also preceded
her in death.
She was a member of a Church of Christ.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Gayle Weaver and husband, Jerry,
one son, Dwain Nesbitt, and one brother, J.C. Lamb and wife, Joette, all of
Murray;five grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Hannah L Wofford
Graveside services for Mrs.Hannah L. Wofford were today(Monday)at 10
a.m. at Salem Cemetery, Lynn Grove. The Rev. John Sheppard officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Wofford,95, Detroit, Mich.,formerly of Murray, died Thursday, Dec.
25, 2003, at Rivergate Convalescent Center, Riverview, Mich.
Her husband, William G. Wofford, died in 1986. Born May 11, 1908, in
Dukedom, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Walter Alexander Morris
and Sadie Elizabeth Mathis Morris.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sue lgnas and husband, Alphonse,
Wayne, Mich.; one son, Gordon Wofford and wife, Rosalee, Lincoln Park,
Mich.; five grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.

Gospel music pioneer
Vestal Goodman dies at 74
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Vestal Goodman, a pioneering
gospel music singer who performed for half a century, including a stint on "The PTL Club" with
Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker, died
Saturday. She was 74.
Goodman died in Celebration,
Fla., funeral officials and her Web
site reported. The cause of death
was not available.
Goodman and her late husband,
Howard "Happy" Goodman, were
part of The Happy Goodman
Family act, which recorded 15 No.
1 gospel music songs and performed more than 3,500 concerts.
They were inducted into the
Gospel Music Hall of Fame in
1998.
In the mid- 1980s, Howard and
Vestal were regulars on "The PTL
Club" television show starring the
Bakkers. The Goodmans left in
1988 after three years on the show,
and were not linked to financial
improprieties as others on the
show were.
"Jim and Tammy were two of
sincere
most
kindest,
the
Chri.stians I ever met. Jim Bakker
was not concerned about having a
bunch of money," Vestal Goodman
wrote in her 1998 autobiography,
"Vestal!"
About Jim Bakker's sexual
encounter with a church secretary,
she wrote: "1 understood moral
failure; Jim was not the first, nor
unfortunately will he be the last,
minister to make a foolish mistake."
The family began singing
together in 1949 and performed
almost continuously through the

late 1990s.
The Happy Goodman Family
were original members of -The
Gospel Singing Jubilee" syndicated TV program that was a pioneer
in gospel music broadcasting. It
appeared on more than 100 U.S.
stations.
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete. Survivors include a
son and daughter.

r internet source
for all the news
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Not lust About
Life Insurance...
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New York Life
Insurance
Company

Death toll rises to 14 in Southern California mudslides
SAN BERNARDINO,Calif.(AP) buried a church camp on Christmas
.7- Authorities warned mountain Day.
The total number of deaths from
community residents to brace for
!nore rain and possible flooding as the disaster at the Greek Orthodox
tescue workers continued to search camp mounted to 12 on Sunday as
for the victims of a mudslide that five more bodies were recovered.

Two other people died in another
mudslide Thursday at a campground
about five miles away.
"It's been several days and our
hopes are not high of finding people
alive," said Chip Patterson,

spokesman for the San Bernardino
County sheriff's department. "We
may never find everyone."
A baby boy and a teenage boy
were still unaccounted for.
were
people
Twenty-eight

believed to have been celebrating
Christmas at the camp when boulders, trees and 12-foot walls of mud
crashed into the camp in Waterman
Canyon. Fourteen of them were rescued.

The Company You Keep
.
(270)753-2007
211 Maple St., Murray

Murray's Newest. Florist
and Gift 8hoppe

•

•Green Leaf Candles & Scents
• Mary Engelbreit•Home Decors
• Full-Service Florist

Tice Citemy
Pia
Reda & Gi
.Murriy.70.0

The Lourdes Sleep Disorder Centers can help you get a

Investments Since 1854...
Our best inirstinent is you.

STOCK MARKET
prices as of 9 a.m. REPORT

STEVEN K DOI/AP Photo
San Bernardino Coroner officials prepare to remove a body
found near Saint Sofia Camp near San Bernardino, Calif.,
Saturday.

Fund

IRA
Today!
Your

Fully funding your IRA as early as possible each year can
make a big difference in the amount of money you have
at retirement.
Contribute $3,000 to your IRA for 2003 and 2004 NOW!
If you're over age 50, you can contribute $3,500.
Call today to schedule a FREE review of your
retirement savings.
Eric Penniston
MO Main St.
Murra,, K 42071
753-7401
wwwedwardiones.eom
tw,r SIPC

EdwardJones
Serving Individual Investors Since 187i

Dow Jones Ind. Avg...10372.90 + 48.23
.52.53 + 0.22
Air Products
74.13 + 0.18
Anthem
19.81 + 0.29
AT&T
.38.17 + 0.05
BB&T
.27.88 + 0.24
Bell South
68.47 + 0.08
Briggs & Stratton
27.84 + 0.25
Bristol Myers Squibb
.84.50 + 0.79
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 84.27 + 0.42
46.19 + 0.28
Daimler Chrysler
32.92 + 0.28
Dean Foods
4032 + 0.27
Exxon•Mobil
...16.19 + 0.01
Ford Motor
.30.69 + 0.17
General Electric
.5330 + 033
General Motors
GlaxoSmith Kline ADR 45.60 + 0.15
.29.85 + 0.21
Goodrich
7.93 + 0.13
Goodyear
..17.10 + 0.22
HopFed Bank'
IBM .......................----.93.31 + 0.41
31.85 + 0.49
Intel
18.30 + 0.16
Kroger
19.00 • 0.03
Mattel
24.19 + 0.10
McDonalds
45.50 + 0.40
Merck
2739 + 0.18
Microsoft
25.75 + 0.04
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc. ..........._46.56 + 0.09 _
34.93 + 0.18
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough .......- 17.02 + 0.07
45.28 + 0.71
Sears
Time Warner
0.06
Union Planters -.......31.21 + 0.25
-.29.40 + 0.19
US Bancorp
.35.19 + 0.20
UST
.....-.-........52.53 + 0.01
Court Square, Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours. 7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. M-F
The Boston-Ewing
Investment Group

HIBARD LYONS
III. HILLIARD. W.L. LYONS. INC.
SW
TOWER NEW YON STOCK DICHAPNItA
•11,11.ard lyons ,s a market maker .n Ii,,, st Of
an(-price uncharged
Addotoonal Informal.", /violable on request

GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP...
•

I.

Sleep disorders contribute to:
• Over 40,000 cardiovascular
deaths annually
• Hypertension
• Depression
• Motor vehicle accidents
• Work performance issues
Over 70 million Americans have
sleep disorders, most of which
are undiagnosed and untreated.

'A

V

44

LOURDES

www.lourdes-pad.org

The Lourdes Sleep
Disorder Centers...
• The region's only accredited
sleep disorder centers
• Accredited by the American
Academy of Sleep Medicine
• The region's established
authority on sleep disorders
• All polysomnographic
technologists are
respiratory therapists

PAD UCAH

MURRAY

1530 Lone Oak Road
Paducah, KY 42003

218 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Phone 270-444-2660

Phone 270-753-7848

1-800-633-1178

Call today for a free sleep evaluation
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Festival of Lights
closes tonight at park

Kentucky 4-H leaders forum Engagement
to be held in Lexington
Calloway County volunteers
have gained much from previous
forums. The hi-annual event
o.curs in Lexington Feb. 20-21.
A highlight
for Calloway
County volunteers is the
Recognition of
Hall of Fame
Award winners.
We have had
our share of
award winners
including Alice
4-H Update Like and Arlie
By &oily
Scott as LifeHarper
time AchieveCalloway
ment Winners;
County
Durwood BeatExtension
ty for the
Agent for 4-H Innovative CreYouth
ative EnthusiDevelopment astic Award;
and Maxine
%:cott for Leadership Development Award. Many others have
received honorable mention
awards at the state level.
"Celebrate 4-H! Shaping Kentucky's Future" is the theme for
the forum. It is open to anyone
Involved in Kentucky's 4-H
Youth Development Program,
including youth and adult volunteers, 4-H parents. alumni and
Cooperative Extension Service
staff.
Forum participants can select
from more than 100 workshops,
seminars and funshops covering
the spectrum of 4-H programs,
activities and courses of study.
These will provide volunteers
with the skills and resources to
strengthen programs and activities and more effectively serve
youth and their local communities. Nominees to the Kentucky
4-H Volunteer Hall of Fame
will be recognized at a banquet.
Jan. 10 is the "early bird"
registration deadline. Information
on awards and forum fees are
available from the Calloway
County Cooperative Extension
Service, or by visiting
hup://ces.ca.uky.edu/4hvolunteerforum.
The scope of activities promises to be both educational and
entertaining.
Workshops will include critical elements of a 4-H program,
teenagers as 4-H resources, safe
gun handling, adolescent eating
problems, adolescents .coping
with a terminal illness or death
in the family, entrepreneur skills
and attitudes, practical living
skills, dealing with stress, creative decorating, sewing skill-athon, theme-based camps, competitive trail riding, new
resources for tractor and wood
science projects, new structure
for district horse management

teams and home tours as fund
raisers,.
Six tracks will be offered for
volunteers interested in a particular subject matter area. Topics
are animal science projects,
horse, environmental education,
sewing and textiles, club organization and management and
photography
The funshops will focus on
enjoyment, relaxation and creativity as participants use their
"noodles" to build teams, line
dance, take a unique personality
inventory, become a manners
millionaire, and learn craft wizardry and a camp game,
The eight award categories
for the Kentucky 4-H Volunteer
Hall of Fame are:
Community Service, volunteers who've made a visible
contribution to their areas by
involving youth in community
service;
Conrad Feltner Memorial,
youth and adult volunteers for
exemplary leadership through 4H;
Partners in Progress, individuals, businesses or organizations
providing resources to make a
difference in the 4-H program;
ICE (Innovative. Creative.
Enthusiastic) individuals or
groups who created, recreated,
revised or re-energized a 4-H
program in the previous 24
months;

Leadership Development, adult
volunteers who've developed
leadership in adults and/or youth
by serving as a role model and
in other ways;
Lifetime Achievement, individuals currently involved in 4H who made significant leadership and service contributions
and had important impact on
the program and their communities;
TEAM (Together Everyone
Accomplishes More) a team of
youth and adult volunteers
exhibiting a mutual partnership
and successfully addressing a
significant problem or issue;
Years of Service, 4-H volunteers for continuous service
starting at 25 years and continuing in five-year increments.
Again this year Calloway
County volunteers have been
nominated for many of the
above awards and we will find
out at the forum about our local
winners. If interested in attending this exciting forum call the
Calloway County Extension
Office at 753-1452, located at
310 South Fourth St., Murray.
The Calloway County Extension Office will be closed
through Jan. I. We will reopen
on Jan. 2 at 8 a.m.

"A Festival of Lights" will be shown tonight,
Monday, Dec. 29, beginning at 6 p.m. at the
Central Park by Murray-Calloway County Park
Parks and Recreation, along with MurrayCalloway County United Way.
This will be the last night scheduled for
this special attraction for the holidays. Be
sure to take advantage of seeing this display
tonight. For information call 762-0325.

Jors
Datebook

Murray Singles (S.O.S.) will meet Tuesday, Dec.
30, at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. Plans
will be discussed for the New Year's Eve Dance to
be Wednesday, Dec. 31, from 8 p.m. to midnight at
the Joe Creason Center, Benton. Drinks, coffee and
party favors will be provided, but each one is bring a snack to share.
Admission will be $7 per person. This is a group for all singles
whether divorced, widowed or never married. For more information
call Vicky at 753-3128 or Shirley at 753-6224.
Community
Editor

MCTA to give free rides New Year's Eve
Murray-Calloway Transit Authority will provide free transit service
for the night of New Year's Eve. The times of operation for free service will be from 10 p.m. Dec. 31 to 1 a.m. Jan. 1. The service will
be in Murray and Calloway County. Persons may call and pre-schedule a pick up by calling 753-9725.

Lake Barkley Lodge plans event

Kirby and Carson
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kirby and Bonnie Kirby, all of Mayfield,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Erin Elizabeth Kirby, to Laramie Dane Carson, son of Larry and
Jeanie Carson of Kirksey.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Earl and Nora Bell Disque
and the late Hugh Hargis and Mary Elizabeth Kirby.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Damon and Sadie Carson,
Charles and Barbara Tutt, and Robert G. Jeffrey.
Miss Kirby, a 2002 graduate of Graves County High School, is a
student at Murray State University with a major in Interdisciplinary
Early Childhood Education.
Mr. Carson, a 1999 graduate of Calloway County High School, is
a student at Murray State University with plans to graduate in December 2004 with a major in Outdoor Recreation and a minor in Youth
Leadership and Development.
The wedding will be Saturday. Jan. 24, 2004, at 3 p.m. at Hardin
Baptist Church, Hardin.
All relatives and friends are invited.

BirdiAnnouncement

1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

MATINEES EVERYDAY THRU JAN. 4
Cold Mountain
R- 12:40 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:55

test.
This year's contest included 233
essays from students of 10 area
schools. Winners have been
announced as follows:
Seventh Grade - Kyle Hogancamp, first, Patrick Tallent, second, and Evan Thard, third, all of
Lone Oak Middle.
Eighth Grade - Patricia Ann Fisher, first, and Emily Curling, second, both of Caldwell Middle, and
Jessica Torsak, third, Calloway
Middle.

Lord of the Rings
PG13 - 1:40 - 7:05

Ninth Grade - Melissa Taylor,
first, Jessica Lacy, second, and
Susan Leigh Schanaman, all of
Trigg County High.
10th Grade - Ashley Melton,
first, Lyon County High, Traci Rose,
second, Calloway County High.
and Brianna Cassidy, Marshall
County High, third.
11th Grade - Abby Lee Smith,
Caldwell County High. first, Alison Ray, St. Mary's High, second, and Lauren Broadbent, third,
Trigg County High.
12th Grade - William J. Tid-

CASA collecting old cell phones
CASA of Calloway County needs your old cell phones. The group
is collecting old cell phones as a fund-raising opportunity to help the
abused and neglected children of Calloway County. Persons may drop
off their old cell phones in the Movies to Go video drop box, located right" next to the Cheri Theatre, at the CASA office or during
Make A Difference Day at Murray State University Roy Stewart Stadium on Saturday, Jan. 10.

CASA Playhouse tickets available
The CASA Playhouse will be on display at Kroger of Murray until
Jan. 10. Tickets can be purchased at Kroger or at the CASA office
in the Calloway County Schools Annex, 1922 St. Rt. 121 North, for
a donation of $1. For more information call 767-0064.

Parent Support Group to meet

Parent Support Group, formerly called Parents Anonymous, will
meet tonight, Dec. 29, from 6 to 8 p.m. Peggy Pittman-Munke, Murray State faculty member, is Parent Support board chair. For information call 753-7004.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday, Dec. 30, at 7 p.m. at the First United Methodist Church.

Erin Sunshine Clark

Health Express lists stops
well, first. St. Mary's, Lacy McGinnis. second, Trigg High, and Mary
Elizabeth Bray, third, St. Mary's.
Those essays selected as first
place winners will be submitted
to the FRA North Central Region
where they will be entered in competition with the winning articles
from 14 states.
The winning essay of this level
will go on to the national competition where the grand prize is
$15,000, according to Rolan Conoley, USN retired, Kevil.

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer blood
pressure checks, pulse and osteoporosis screenings on Tuesday, Dec.
30, from 9 a.m. to noon at Major Real Estate, Wingo, and from 1 to
3 p.m. at Burton's Service Station, Lynnville; from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
For information call 762-1348.

AA meetings scheduled

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) will meet at 8 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday, at 11 a.m. and 8 p.m. on Wednesday, at 10
a.m. on Saturday and 4 p.m. on Sunday at the American Legion Hall,
Maple and South Sixth Streets, Murray. The only requirement for
attendance is a desire to stop drinking. For information call 436-5675
or 759-4539.

Baseball camp scheduled

A Baseball Camp for youth between the ages of 9 to 18, led by
Mitch and Rick Grogan, will be Saturday, Jan. 3, from 10 a.m. to
noon in the gym at Elm Grove Baptist Church, Highway 94 East,
Murray. For more information contact Joetta Kelly at 753-1854.

•
Delicious!

After
Christmas

S*111.*E
Starts Dec. 26th
through?

Mona Lisa Smile
P613- 12:50- 3:20- 7:25 - 9:50

Jew iste
Chttistian
Toolestotte

: SCHEDULE GOOD THRU DEC. 31
:Program Information Call 753-3314

Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet is open each Thursday from
9 a.m. to noon at the church in Dexter. Featured are infants to adult
clothes which are free to those needing them. For information call
Linda Young at 437-4890.

Veterans need drivers for vans

Cheaper By the Dozen
PG. 1:30 - 3:35 - 7:30 - 9:35

Something's Gotta Give
P613- 1:10 - 3:45 - 7:15 - 9:45

Clothes Closet open on Thursday

Applications for scholarships by the Blood River Baptist Association are due Monday, Jan. 5, 2004, at the office at Hardin. Applications are available at the office. For information call 437-4203.

Mr. and Mrs. Darren Clark are
the parents of a daughter, Erin Sunshine Clark, born on Friday, Dec.I2,
2003, at 9:03 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed Rine pounds
10 ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Valerie
Jones. A sister is Darrah Clark, 7
1/2.
Grandparents are Darrel and
Dianne Clark and J.W. and Toni
Jones, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are the late
Otho and Sunshine Clark, Addle
Scott and the late Calvin Scott,
Nelle Scruggs and the late Tom
Scruggs, and 13.ula Jones and the
late Chalice Jones, all of Murray.

Peter Pan
PG- 1:00 - 3:25 - 7:10 - 9:30
Paycheck
P613 - 1:20 - 3:50 - 7:35- 10:00

Lake Barkley State Park Lodge will have a special New Year's Eve
package of one night's lodge, prime rib dinner, dance with hors d'oeuvres, party favors and set-ups and buffet breakfast New Year's Day.
Live entertainment will be by "Good Company," a band playing songs
from the 1940s until today for the dance from 9 p.m. to 1 p.m. with
the cost being $40 per couple for the dance only. The charge is $85
per couple for dinner or dance or $189 per couple for the complete
package.

Scholarship applications due Jan. 5

Erin Sunshine
Clark

Calloway students win honors in essay contest
K EV I L.. Ky. — The Fleet
Reserve Association and Western
Kentucky FRA Branch 223 have
concluded their annual essay con-

Murray Singles plan dance

By Jo Burkeen

ita's Neat Repeats'
None

-

.

Brands

Consignment Clothes

for
Men,Women is Children

11661ing, ltaternity &Nursing
•cmiume strniab Nomestedid, 50's,'Tacky Fo,maLc
(rtm %Ion • Sot H)

5th & Main • 753-1622

JJ

OSale starts Jan. 9

-

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
We Service All Brands"

measoly

pm • MISS 12th St., Mint.tv •(271)7142.02117

()WWI - jta .1111at1

The Disabled American Veterans Association needs both men and
women to drive veterans to the Vanderbilt Hospital at Nashville, Tenn.
The van leaves Murray six days a week. At present, there are only
four or five people available to drive. A person dbes not have to be
a veteran to drive. All that is required is a valid driver:s license and
the desire to help the disabled servicemen. Any one interested in volunteering is asked to call Jim Clemmons at 436-6343.

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

HEALTH

WEDNESDAY,JAN.21
Cadiz
Cadiz Baptist Church
9:00a.m. 11:30a.m.
1:00p.m.- 3:00p.m.

MONDAY, JAN.12
Paris
Wal-Mart
9:00 am.- 12:00p.m.
1:00p.m.- 3:00p.m.

THURSDAY,JAN.22
Water Valley
Post Office
9:00 a.m. - 11:30a.m.
Pilot Oak
Church of Christ
1:00p.m.- 2:30p.m.

TUESDAY, JAN.13
Benton
Wal-Mart
9:00a.m. - 11:30a.m.
Benton
Blood River Assoc.
1:00p.m.- 3:00p.m.
THURSDAY, JAN.15
Murray
MSU- Main Street
8:30a.m.- 11:30a.m.
Kroger
1:00p.m.- 3:00p.m.
TUESDAY, JAN,20
Murray
Center for Health &
Wellness
8:00am.- 12:00p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 3:00p.m.

MCCH WELCOMES DR. JEFgrRSCitilm

EXPRESS

TUESDAY,JAN.6
Murray
Save-A-Lot
8:30a.m. 11:30a.m.
12:30 p.m.- 3:00p.m.

MONDAY,JAN.26
Murray
Weaks Center
8:30am.- 12:30p.m.
TUESDAY,JAN.27
Murray
Center for Health &
Wellness
8:00am.- 12:00p.m.
1:00 p.m.- 3:00p.m.
THURSDAY,JAN.29
Murray
First Methodist Church
8:30a.m. - 11:30a.m.
12:30p.m. - 3:00p.m.
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The hospital's Health Express will be offering
glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse
checks at its stops during January.
Glaucoma,a disease of the optic nerve
caused by the eye's inability to withstand
increased inner pressure, is a-leading cause of
blindness in the U.S. However,it is preventable.
The following are some glaucoma facts:
-- Most types ofglaucoma do not have
warning signs in the early stages.
--A screening every two years is suggested
even ifthere is nofamily history of
glaucoma.
--Ifthere is afamily history ofglaucoma,
an annual screening is suggested.
-- When detected early, glaucoma can be
treated easily with special eye drops.
These screenings are offered to detect

Murray-Calloway County Hospital is pleased to welcome Ted
Howard Jefferson, D.O., Orthopedic Surgeon, as a member of the medical
staff at the hospital.
Dr. Jefferson is a native of Sommers Point, NJ and received his
undergraduate degree in chemistry from Lycoming College in Williamsport,
PA. He received his medical degree from Philadelphia College of
Osteopathic Medicine. Dr. Jefferson did his internship and Orthopedic
Surgery Residency at the Community General Osteopathic Hospital in
Harrisburg, PA.
Dr. Jefferson has worked at the Orthopedic Surgical Clinic at
Harrisburg Hospital in Harrisburg, PA; in Pediatric Orthopedic Surgery at
du Pont Hospital for Children in Wilmington, DE; and served as the
Thoroughbred Racing Track Physician at the Penn National Race Track in
Harrisburg, PA. Dr. Jefferson has practiced at Jackson Purchase Medical
Center in Mayfield, KY as well.
Dr. Jefferson is a member of the American Osteopathic Association
and the American Osteopathic Academy of Orthopedics. He is certified in
Basic Life Support as well as Advanced Cardiac Life Support. He is also a
licensed Georgia Physician.
Dr. Jefferson is located in the MCCH Medical Arts Building at
300 South 8th Street, Suite 109 East. For more information or to
schedule an appointment, call 270-759-2553.

4. disease in its earliest stages when there are no
symptoms of disease. If you are experiencing
symptoms,you should see your physician.

For more information, please
contact 270.762.1348

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the classes listed here as part of our Miracle
Moments Maternity Package. Pre-registration is required for all classes. For more
information, to arrange for a personalized tour of the Miracle Moments Maternity
Unit or to pre-register for any classes, call (270) 762-1425.

MURRAY
January Prepared Childbirth
MONDAY Jan. 5, 12,& 19
7 p.m.- 9 p.m.,Center for Health & Wellness

COMMUNITY EVENTS

January Grandparent Class
MONDAY - Jan. 26
7 p.m.- 9 p.m.,Center for Health & Wellness

F1.1.1;
ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE BREASTFEEDING
SUPPORT
SUPPORT

PRE-NATAL NUTRITION CLASSES
Join Rebecca Wright, MS,RD,LD,on Thesday,January 27from 7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. to learn the
important role of diet for a healthy pregnancy.The class is recommended for women in their first trimester,so
healthy eating habits can be established early in their pregnancy, but any mother expecting is encouraged to
attend. Rebecca will discuss why proper nutrition is necessary for you and your baby and how to achieve
this. Free for Wellness.Center members and those pre-paid for Miracle Moments.Pre-register at
(270) 762-1348.
•

MOTHER TO MOTHER

COOPER CLAYTON SMOKING CESSATION
Beginning Thesday,January 13,the Center for Health & Wellness will be offering Cooper Clayton
Smoking Cessation Classes. The Cooper-Clayton method to stop smoking is a 13-week program, which
provides weekly education sessions in a support group environment. The program encourages the use of
nicotine replacement therapy,and will be held every Tuesday for 13 consecutive weeks at the Center for
Health & Wellness from 5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.Pre-registration is required. There is a $10 fee to cover the
cost of the book and participants must pay for their nicotine replacement. To register, please call(270)7621384 or the Health Department at(270)753-3381.

DEALING WITH DIVERSITY IN THE WORKPLACE
Few people would dispute the benefits of diversity in the workplace. New faces and new ideas offer greater
opportunity for creative solutions on the job. Join Bobbie Weatherly,PhD,to learn about developing and
sustaining positive relationships with colleagues who represent different ages,genders,lifestyles, and cultures
at the session entitled "Dealing with Diversity in the Workplace."The session will be on Monday,January
26from 11:30a.m. - 12 noon at the Center for Health & Wellness. For more information please call (270)
762-1348.

Tuesday,January 13
4:30 pm•MCCH Board Room.
A video clip,"The Forgetting:A
Portrait ofAlzheirner's" will be shown.
Contact Cindy Ragsdale for more
information at 270-762-1108.

Thursday,January 15 & 29
10:30 am •Calloway County
Public Library's Meeting Room.
Contact Kim Jastremski at
270-759-4746.

BREAST CANCER
SUPPORT

PARKINSON'S
SUPPORT

Tuesday,January 27
6:30 pm •Center for Health &
Wellness classroom. Contact Evelyn
Wallis for more information at
270-489-2462.

Thesday,January 13
12:00 pm •Senior Citizen Center.
Thesday,January 27
12:00 pm •Senior Citizen Center.
Will offer group exercise.
Contact Dixie Hopkins,at
270-753-6001.

GRIEF RECOVERY
GROUP

PERFECT PARTNERS FOR LIFE
On Wednesday,January 7from 12 noon - 12:30p.m., Rebecca Wright, MS,RD,LD and Rob Weatherly,
Exercise Specialist, CSCS,Personal Trainer, will present "Nutrition and Exercise: Perfect Partners for Weight
Loss."If you gained weight during the holidays, plan to attend this session to learn the healthy foods to
increase and calorically dense foods to decrease in your diet in order to manage your weight and achieve
overall good health. Those that attend will also learn the benefits ofstrength training and cardiovascular
exercise,and how nutrition and exercise work closely together to assist in attaining realistic weight goals. For
more information, please call(270)762-1348.

STROKE/HEAD INJURY
SUPPORT

Thursday,January 8
6:30 pm • MCCH Annex
Conference Room.Contact
MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lambert
at 270-762-1274.

Thursday,January 22
5:30 pm •Center for Health &
Wellness classroom. Contact
Cheryl Crouch at 270-762-1557,
or Amy Agyernan at
270-293-4113.

WEIGHT MATTERS

Join our monthly group weight maintenance program that includes a nutrition counseling session or personal
training session each month in addition to the monthly meeting. The next group meeting will be held on
Thesday,January 13 beginning at 4:30 p.m.at the Center for Health & Wellness. Tojoin, you must have
been in Winning By Losing,had previous nutrition counseling or personal training. You mustjoin for at least
six months and the fee is $75. For more information please contact, Health Promotions Coordinator,Allison
Lancaster, at(270)762-1832.

COMPASSIONATE
FRIENDS

WINNING BY LOSING

The Center for Health & Wellness will begin anew season ofthe Winning By Losing weight loss program on
Thursday,January 15 from 4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. at the Center for Health & Wellness Classroom. This
nationally recognized program is a consecutive eight-week program taught by Rebecca Wright, MS,RD,
LD,and Jeff Scott, Exercise Specialist that encourages participants to make small changes in daily food and
exercise habits that can help to control or even prevent medical conditions including diabetes,digestive
problems, high cholesterol, high blood pressure, osteoporosis, and some types ofcancer. You must be at least
18 years of age and be at least 10 percent over your ideal body weight. The cost is $175 and discounts are
available for PrimeLife members,Center for Health & Wellness Members,and MCCH employees. Preregistration is required by calling(270)762-1348.

Tuesday,January 27
6:00 pm •Third Flood Education
Unit at MCCH.The topic of
discussion is on Stress
Management.Contact Jerri Mjos
for more information at
270-762-1170.

FIBROMYALGIA
SUPPORT
No meetings scheduled for
January.Contact Marlane Newell
at 270-753-0043.

DIABETES SELF-MANAGEMENT CLASSES
These classes are presented by the Center for Diabetes and help create awareness on the latest diabetic
treatments and self-management techniques. For more information or to sign up for the classes, please call
(270)762-1806 or 1-800-822-1840,ext.1806. Thursday,January 8,Friday,January 9and
Thursday,January 22and Friday,January 23classes are being held at the Center for Health & Wellness
from 8 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
•
:I 'I'

CARDIAC REHAB
SUPPORT

Thursday,January 22
7:30 pm •MCCH Private Dining
Room #1. Contact MCCH
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at
270-762-1274,or Hilda Bennett
at 731-498-8324.

Air?
A
4
/
41
40

am.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNT'S'

I

• -:

HOSPITAL

4 -42 4• 270-7.2-1111

For a complete listing of MCCIfs Community Events, Support Groups, Health Express stops & Prime Life activities, visit us on-line at www.murrayhospitalorg
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Mans 33, Tampa Bay 13

Racers top Hornets;
equal best start ever
The Hornets (1-6) — playing
Staff Report
RACERS 65,
first home game of the season
their
Murray Ledger & Times
Delaware State 56
single-digit road losssuffering
after
DOVER, Del. — Senior forward
MURRAY ST.(10-1)
(55-50), UNLV (65Cuthbert Victor led the way for Victor 7-10 7-8 21, VVhelchel 4-6 0-1 10, es at Michigan
(63-54), as
Georgetown
and
59)
Murray State with 21 points and 12 Hornig 1-5 3-4 5, Paschel 0-3 0-0 0, Chiles 3Creighton
at
defeats
road
as
well
5.
0-0
2-2
Jones
7,
5-7
1-6
Brown
8,
2-5
8
rebounds as the Racers improved to
to just
held
were
—
Nebraska
Witherspoon 0-0 0-0 0, Shumate 4-5 0-0 9.
and
10-1 on the season with a 65-56 win Totals 22-45 17-25 65.
field on 23-ofthe
from
percent
42.5
over Delaware State Sunday at
54 shooting.
DELAWARE ST.(14)
Memorial Hall.
"They've played an unbelievably
Hunter 3-9 4-7 10, Matthews 1-4 0-2 2,
With the 10-1 start, the Racers Nathaniel 1-1 0-0 2, Davis 2-6 0-0 5, Williams
schedule so far," Cronin
tough
are just the fourth MSU team since 1-5 3-4 5, Roundtree 0-0 0-0 0, Davis 2-3 0-0 noted."I told our guys that if we had
1982 to open with 10 wins through 4, Dent 0-1 0-00, Gantt 3-5 1-4 7, Hawkins 5- played that schedule, we might be 110. Munn 5-10 0-1 11. Totals 23-54 811 games — joining the 1982-83 100-0
18 56.
5 too."
the
and
team
1997-98
team, the
Halftime — Murray St. 26. Delaware St. 24,3The big key for the Racers was
Point goals — Murray St. 4-10 (Whelchel 21998-99 team.
the glass, where MSU outreon
0-2, Chiles 0-2, Jones 1-1,
"I'm really proud of our guys' 4. Paschel
bounded Delaware 40-23, led by
Shumate 1-1), Delaware St. 2-14(Hunter 0.2,
effort today. It was a tough game, Davis 1-4, Williams 0-1, Dent 0-1, Hawkins 0Victor's 12 caroms.
and Delaware State was 11-0 at 2, Bluntt 1-4). Fouled out — Matthews,
"Needless to say, we talked a lot
— Murray St. 40 (Victor
home last year," said MSU head Williams. Rebounds
about rebounding after the
12), Delaware St, 23 (Matthews, Bluntt 4).
coach Mick Cronin during a post- Assists — Murray St. 16(Chiles 5), Delaware Georgetown
Cronin
game,"
game interview on the Racer St 5(Hunter 2). Total fouls — Murray St. 18. explained."Andi Hornig was big for
Network. "They're very well- Delaware St. 23. A — 438.
us. Rebounding was an area where
coached, and they've got talent ... play, used a strong second half to we needed his help, and he gave us
We knew they were a slow, deliber- take command of a tight game after seven big rebounds today. He gave
ate team that was going to grind it a tough opening 20 minutes.
us some quality minutes."
on us."
Murray continues its six-game
The Racers led just 26-24 at halfVictor, who entered the game time after committing 13 turnovers, road swing with a showdown at
third in the nation in rebounding but opened the second half by nationally-ranked Louisville on
(11.4 per game) and fifth in field outscoring the Hornets 25-9 for a Saturday at 1 p.m. (CST) at
goal percentage (69%), earned his 51-33 advantage with just over eight Fr.tedom Hall.
sixth double-double of the season minutes left in the game.
The matchup between the Racers
while shooting 7-of-10 from the
"Delaware State really scrambled and Cardinals, who enter the game
field to finish with game-highs in and trapped a lot in the half court," fresh off of beating previously
both points and rebounds.
Cronin said."They don't let you run unbeaten and No. 1-ranked
Antione plays, and they're a very unusual Kentucky on Saturday, will be the
forward
Senior
Whelchel continued his hot play of opponent to prepare for. Once we first for Cronin against UofL head
late with 10 points on 4-of-6 shoot- settled down and adjusted to their coach Rick Pitino. Cronin served as
ing from the field and seven unusual defensive style, we were an assistant to Pitino for two seasons
rebounds, while senior guard Chris able to catch it and pass it and get it at Louisville prior to taking over the
Shumate was 4-of-5 from the field down low to Cuffy (Victor) where head coaching job at MSU in April.
"Now, we can go up to Louisville
for nine points.
he could finish it."
Junior guard Adam Chiles led the
The Murray lead reached 18 for a and let it all hang out. We're still in
way with five assists to go with second time at 58-40 with less than a good position no matter what hapeight points, while senior center six minutes to go before DSU was pens up there," said Cronin. "This
Andi Hornig, earning his second able to cut the margin to single dig- (at Delaware State) is the kind of
game that, at the end of the year,
start of the season, pulled down its inside the final minute.
The Racers, ranked third in this people forget about. But, the teams
seven rebounds to go with five
week's ESPN Mid-Major Top 10, that I've been around that have had
points.
MSU, ranked No. 32 in the finished 22-of-45 (48.8 percent) great seasons, they were able to
Sagarin Ratings and No. 43 in the from the field, including 12-of-l9 grind it out and win the tough games
on the road like this one."
RPI rankings entering Sunday's (63.1 percent) in the second half.

Steinbrenner
released from
Sarasota
hospital
SARASOTA, Fla.(AP) — New
York Yankees owner George
Steinbrenner is out of the hospital,
and he's ready to get back to work.
"George has been telling people
that he expects everyone to be back
at work on Monday, and he expects
to join them," Howard Rubenstein,
his publicist, said hours before
from
release
Steinbrenner's
Sarasota Memorial' Hospital on
Sunday night.
Hospital spokeswoman Lyn
Cassan said Steinbrenner, 73, Was
picked up by family members.
Steinbrenner fainted during a
slide show at a church service for
football great Otto Graham on
Saturday. The presentation, prepared by Graham's grandchildren,
featured pictures of Steinbrenner
and Graham together.
Sarasota Herald-Tribune columnist Doug Fernandes was about 20
feet away when Steinbrenner fell.
"He went to reach for a chair Out
he missed, and he went face-first
into the carpet,- Fernandes said.
"People were stunned. They started
loosening his tie and his collar. He
was out for a few seconds. By the
time they wheeled him out, his
color had returned."
Graham. a longtime friend of
Steinbrenner, died Dec. 17. The
Hall of Fame quanerback was 82.
Boyer,
G.
Andrew
Dr.
Steinbrenner's personal physician,
said in a statement that Steinbrenner
recovered a few minutes after collapsing
"To be sure that it was nothing
more than a fainting spell, he has
had a very extensive cardiac and
neurological workup," Boyer said.
"All the diagnostic studies were
normal. He's feeling well and his
general health is excellent."
Cassan said Steinbrenner spenf
part of Sunday watching football
games in his room, but couldn't
wait to leave.
"He wasn't very happy sitting in
a hospital bed," Cassan said.

ED REINKE/AP

Kentucky's Chuck Hayes, center, is tied up by Louisville players
Alhaji Mohammed, left, and Francisco Garcia during the second
half of their intrastate matchup Saturday in Lexington. The No.
20 Cardinals upset the top-ranked Wildcats, 65-56.

Bench was enough to
lift Cards over Cats
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Even
with an unproductive bench.
Kentucky had been able to survive
against other opponents this basketball season.
But against Louisville, the
Wildcats' starters eventually wore
down, and much help wasn't forthcoming.
No. 20 Louisville's 65-56 win
over second-ranked Kentucky on
Saturday — which snapped the
Wildcats' 27-game regular-season
winning streak — was due in great
part to the Cardinals' bench production and the Wildcats' lack of it.
Louisville coach Rick Pitino said
he thought his Kentucky counterpart. Tubby Smith, would tell his
players to focus on Francisco Garcia
and Taquan Dean, two of the
Cardinals' three top scorers.
"He did exactly that." Pitino said
of Smith,"and we had to have other
people step up tonight, and they
did."
Louisville's reserves outscored
their Kentucky counterparts 33-10.

Junior forward Otis George came
off the bench to score 13 points and
grab eight rebounds for the
Cardinals. Forward Larry 0'Bannon
added 11 points and made all eight
of his free throws.
Three Louisville reserves —
George. O'Bannon and Alhaji
Mohammed — played more than 45
minutes each, whik Kentucky(74)
had only two bench players in the
game for more than 10 minutes —
Antwain Barbour and Brandon
Stockton, who saw 18 minutes of
action mostly because starting point
guard Cliff Hawkins was in foul
trouble.
So even when Kentucky jumped
to leads of 12-2 and 24-10 in the
first half, sending the Rupp Arena
crowd into a frenzy, the Cardinals
didn't panic.
"We wore them out." Louisville
forward Luke Whitehead said. "We
followed coach Pitino's plan and it
worked. We hung in there when
things were tough and took their
best shot."

JOHN RUSSELL/AP

Titans OB Neil O'Donnell (14) looks for a receiver in the first quarter of Tennessee's 33-13
win over Tampa Bay on Sunday in Nashville, Tenn. O'Donnell, filling in for the injured Steve
McNair and making his first start since Sept. 23, 2001, threw for 232 yards and two TDs.

O'Donnell steps in for McNair;
leads Titans past Buccaneers
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Steve McNair stayed on the sideline, resting his aching legs for the
playoffs. Neil O'Donnell, resigned on Dec. 18, made sure the
Tennessee Titans didn't lose any
ground as the
top
AFC's
wild card.
0'Donnell,
his
making
first start since
Sept. 23, 2001, threw two touchdown passes to Derrick Mason,
and Gary Anderson kicked four
field goals as the Titans routed the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers 33-13
Sunday.
The Titans (12-4) had a chance
to win their second straight AFC
South title if Indianapolis lost to
Houston, and fans stuck around
watching the finish of the Colts'
stadium's
the
on
game
videoboards.
But the Colts' 20-17 victory
left Tennessee as the AFC's No. 5
seed, with a trip to Baltimore in
the wild-card round next weekend.
Tennessee (12-4) had never
lost to'Tampa Bay at home, and
the Titans weren't about to on
Sunday. They came up with four
interceptions, three against Brad
Johnson, and had two sacks in
holding Tampa Bay to 274 yards
on offense.

2001, against Cincinnati.
He added his second, a 34All Times CST
yarder, late in the third quarter for
Wild-card Playoffs
Saturday, Jan.3
a 26-6 lead, and finished 18-of-27
Tennessee at Baltimore, 3:30 p.m.(ABC)
232 yards.
for
Dallas at Carolina, 7 p.m.(ABC)
Fisher kept his Titans from
Sunday, Jan.4
Seattle at Green Bay, noon(FOX)
thinking too much about HoustonDenver at Indianapolis, 3:30 p.m.(CBS)
Indianapolis by keeping updates
off the scoreboard. But the public
The loss made Tampa Bay (7address announcer gave an update
9) the first defending Super Bowl
with Houston leading 10-3 in the
champion with a losing record
half, and the sellout crowd
first
since Denver in 1999.
with a standing ovaresponded
Titans coach Jeff Fisher chose
tion.
to avoid risking another injury to
The Titans then forced the
McNair, who already has a
to punt, and O'Donnell was
Bucs
strained right calf and a sprained
for 42 yards as he drove
5-of-5
left ankle with a cracked bone
to Anderson's third
Tennessee
spur.
to field goal, a 43-yarder for a 16-3
turned
Titans
The
O'Donnell, the man they cut twice halftime lead.
The Bucs tried to show spirit in
this year for salary cap reasons,
final game as defending
their
but re-signed after backup Billy
Volek lacerated his spleen in his champs. They came out in a hurryonly NFL start in place of the up offense on their first drive, but
bogged down and settled for a 27injured McNair.
The 14-year veteran hadn't yard field goal by Martin
played since two snaps in a play- Gramatica.
Tennessee picked off Johnson
off game last January against
the third time on the Bucs'
for
Pittsburgh, but he showed very litoffensive play after halftime,
third
his
completed
tle rust. O'Donnell
first three passes and drove the which the Titans turned into
Titans to a field goal on their Anderson's fourth field goal, a 23yarder, and a 19-3 lead. Shaun
opening drive.
He found Mason on a 23-yard King led them to a field goal and
TD pass midway through the sec- had a 14-yard TD pass to Aaron
ond quarter for a 10-3 lead, his Stecker, but they never got closer
first touchdown pass since Jan. 6, than 26-13.
NFL Playoff Schedule

a y Tiger Classic starts today
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Five years in the making and still
going strong.
That can be said for Murray High
School's annual
Classic
Lady
Basketball
Tournament.
The tournaRs
ment gins this
afternoon at 3
p.m at Murray
High and will run through the last
tip-off of the night, which features
the host Lady Tigers (5-3) against
Russellville (0-6). Tip-off is at
approximately 7:45 p.m.
Murray head coach Rechelle
Turner, along with her assistants,
liked the idea of staying home during the holidays, instead of traveling
to another tournament.
"We can only have this tourna-

rri 4

ment from the outstanding contributions and donations that we
receive," Turner said of putting
together the tournament. "This is
something that the fans enjoy, the
kids enjoy and the coaches like
because we can stay home during
the holidays."
The three-day tournament was
scheduled to begin with Hickman
County (2-4) taking on Muhlenberg
South (1-4)at 3 p.m.
Heath (1-4) will face Todd
County Central (4-3) at 4:45.
Carlisle County(2-5) will go against
Monticello Independent School (15) beginning at 6:15.
Games resume tomorrow, beginning with consolation bracket games
at 3 p.m.
On Wednesday, the final consolation game will be played at 11 a.m.,
followed by the third-place contest.
The championship game will then

conclude the tournament.
•In other holiday tournament
action, the Murray High Tigers were
upended by Crittenden County, 5649, Saturday afternoon at the John
Robinson Memorial Tournament at
Lone Oak High School.
The Rockets (6-0) stayed perfect
on the season with 17 points from
Tim Hill, despite the fact that Hill
and T.K. Guess were saddled with
three first-half fouls.
Mark Daniel led the Murray
offense with 14 points. Kyle Erwin,
along with Corey Zirbel, added 10
points a piece for the 1-6 Tigers.
•The Calloway County Lakers
lost their first-round game at the
Southern Resorts Beach Blowout in
Fort Walton Beach, Fla.
The Lakers fell to Memphis
Christian Brothers, 43-35. No other
details on contest were available.
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Ravens, Seattle, Green Bay clinch playoff spots

PAUL CONNERS/AP

Arizona's Nathan Poole makes the game-winning catch with
no time on the clock as the Vikings Brian Russell (27)
defends Sunday at Sun Devil Stadium in Tempe, Ariz. The
Cardinals won 18-17.

By The Associated Press
Green Bay,Seattle and Baltimore
were the last teams to make it
into the NFL playoffs. The Packers have a miracle play from the
downtrodden Arizona Cardinals to
thank.
"I've never heard a crowd cheer
that loud for a 2-minute warning
before," Green Bay linebacker Nick
Barnett said of the noise at Lambeau Field after fans heard that a
28-yard desperation pass from Josh
McCown to Nathan Poole gave
Arizona an 18-17 victory over
Minnesota, knocked the Vikings
out of playoff contention and put
the Packers in.
It was also a day for setting
records and chasing others.
Baltimore's Jamal Lewis became
the fifth to rush for over 2,000
yards in a season, but fell 39
yards short of Eric Dickerson's
single-season record of 2,105. Priest
Holmes of the Chiefs got his mark
— scoring his 26th and 27th'touchdowns of the season to break
Emmitt Smith's record for rushing TDs and Marshall Faulk's for
overall TDs.
The first round of the playoffs
begins next Saturday with Tennessee at Baltimore and Dallas at
Carolina. On Sunday, Seattle is at
Green Bay and Denver at Indianapolis.

Ohio Valley Conference
Basketball Roundup

The playoffs won't include Min- with 1:54 to play.
Damien Anderson recovered the
nesota, which had a horrible day.
The Vikings started the season onside kick for Arizona, and a 30with six wins but finished 3-7, yard pass-interference call against
losini along the way to the Giants, Walker put the Cardinals in scorRaiders, Chargers and Cardinals ing position.
Packers 31, Broncos 3
— four teams that finished 4-12,
At Green Bay, Wis., Ahman
the worst record in the league.
"You don't have any clue how Green reeled off a 98-yard touchmuch it hurts," Vikings safety Corey down run and Brett Favre completed a hard week in which he
Chavous said.
"To be a championship team, you buried his father to lead the Packhave to know how to finish," Min- ers.
The Packers (10-6) had little
nesota quarterback Daunte Culpephope of playing into January only
per added.
Seattle (10-6) made the play- minutes earlier. They celebrated
offs with a 24-17 win Saturday wildly on the sideline after their
over San Francisco, then got in crowd, listening on radios, broke
on Sunday — the official way into frenzied elation over the fourthwas by beating Dallas in a "strength down pass in Arizona.
Browns 22, Bengals 14
of victory" tiebreaker although the
At Cincinnati, rookie Lee Suggs
Vikings loss would have put them
ran for 186 yards and two touchin anyway.
The Ravens (10-6) got in as downs as Cleveland knocked the
AFC North champions when Bengals from playoff contention.
That allowed the Baltimore
Cincinnati lost 22-14 to Cleveland, then won 13-10 in overtime Ravens to clinch the AFC North
title several hours before playing
at night.
The Packers won the NFC North Pittsburgh in the final regular-seaby combining their 31-3 win over son game.
Denver with Minnesota loss in
Arizona.
In the day's decisive game, Minnesota led 17-6 with two minutes
left. Arizona (4-12) cut the lead
to 17-12 on McCown's fourthdown 2-yard pass to Steve Bush

0A R

Peppers
Toyotathon
WIAMININ

• SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER
Paying too much for
'
Thomas shoots down Eagles
Home Insurance?
call Inc today for i FREE quote.
with 23 in win over Morehead
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) —
Chris Thomas didn't stop shooting.
After missing his last nine shots
against Quinnipiac on Tuesday,
Thomas' first shot Sunday against
Morehead State, a 3-pointer, was
short. So was his shot the next
time down the floor, also a 3point attempt. Next time down he
missed a jumper. Then another 3point try.
Thomas missed his first seven
shots against Morehead State, yet
still managed to lead the Irish
with 23 points in an 84-69 victory on Sunday.
"I was going to continue to
shoot the ball and just make sure
I was a threat," Thomas said."Some
teams probably would have played
off me with me shooting like that.
But I continued to stay poised and
get better looks."
Notre Dame(6-3)led by as many.
as 18 points in the second half.
But the Eagles (4-5) went on a.
15-2 run to cut the lead to 62-57
when Ricky Minard scored on a
dunk with 8:07 left. The Irish
regained control with a 10-5 spurt,
though, highlighted by Thomas

stealing the ball from Minard and
going end-to-end, hitting a shot
as he was fouled hard by Minard
and then making a free-throw for
the three-point play.
The Eagles cut the lead to 7467 when Chez Marks, who led
the Eagles with 29 points, hit a
3-pointer with 4:31 left. But the
Irish finished the game with a 102 run to put the game away.
"We stayed poised and controlled
in the last six minutes," Thomas
said. "We were able to get good
shots and get in the lane and make
things happen."
The game featured two players
who tested the NBA waters last
spring, declaring themselves eligible for the draft, but later changed
their minds. With seven NBA scouts
in attendance, Thomas and Minard
both struggled in the first half.
Thomas finished the game 8of-21 shooting, 2-of-11 from 3point range, with five assists.
Minard was 3-of-15 for 13 points,
seven from the free-throw line,
and 10 rebounds. Marks was the
most impressive shooter, hitting
11-of-15 shots, including 4-of-6
from 3-point range.

Former Cardinals coach has
ways to go with Spartans

978.0355 • 1702 11141' 121 N

Saints 13, Cowboys 7
At New Orleans, Donte' Stallworth's 76-yard touchdown reception sent Dallas into the playoffs
on a down note.
The Saints (8-8), who will miss
the playoffs for the third straight
year, responded to a tongue-lashing from owner Tom Benson and
a team meeting Friday night.
Lions 30, Rams 20
At Detroit, Joey Harrington
threw three touchdown passes as
the Lions (5-11) knocked St. Louis
from the top spot in the NFC with
20 points in a span of 15:31 in
the second half.
Colts 20, Texans 17
At Houston, Mike Vanderjagt
kicked his NFL-record 41st consecutive field goal, a 43-yarder as
time expired, giving the Colts the
AFC South title. Vanderjagt went
37-for-37 this season.
The Colts (12-4) trailed 17-3
before rallying. Peyton Manning's
5-yara TD pass to Brandon Stokely tied it following an interception by Donald Strickland.

Ends
Dec.
31st

2004 Toyota Camry
Stock #TC4097

RI PANS • MURRAY. KY

kr emu rrov.conn
t—moll: *Wort olipxorteter kirtbiris.corri

PRO SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
y-New England
Miami
Buffalo
NV Jets

14
10
6
6
South

y-Indianapolis
x-Tennessee
Jacksonville
Houston

12
12
5
5
North

y-Baltimore
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Cleveland

10
8
6
5
West

2
6
10
10

0
0
0
0

4

0
0
0
0

4
11
11

6
10
11

0
0
0
0

3
13
y-Kansas City
6
10
s-Denver
12
4
Oakland
0
12
4
San Diego
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
y-Philadelphia
x -Dallas
Washington
NY Giants

12
10
5
4
South

4
6
11
12

y-Carobna
New Orleans
Tampa Bay
Atlanta

11
8
7
5
North

5
8
9
11

y-Green Bay
Minnesota
Chicago
Detroit

10
9
7
5
West

6
7
9
11

y-S1 Louis
x-Seattle
San Francisco
Arizona

12
10
7
4

4
6
9
12

National Basketball Association
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
GB
Pct
L
13
16
552
New Jersey
2
484
16
15
Boston
467 2 1/2
16
14
Philadelphia
400 4 112
18
12
Maas
5
387
19
12
New York
286 7 1/2
20
it
Washington
9
258
23
8
Orlando
Central Division
GB
Pct
L
677
10
21
Indiana
1/2
1
633
11
19
New Orleans
567 3 1/2
13
17
Detroit
5
517
14
15
Toronto
500 5 1i2
15
15
Milwaukee
tt
323
21
10
Cleveland
11
310
20
9
Chicago
25013 1/2
24
8
Atlanta
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
GB
Pct
I
•
10
-688
22
San Antonio
655 1 112
10
19
Minnesota
2
633
11
19
Denver
586 3 112
12
17
Dallas
16
552 4 112
13
Houston
5
533
14
16
Utah
6
500
15
15
Memphis
Pacific Division
GB
Pct
L
7
-21
750
L A Lakers
1/2
724
8
21
Sacramento
7
500
14
14
Golden Slate
500
14
7
14
Portland
481 7 1/2
14
13
Seattle
14
8
462
12
L A Clippers
35511 1/2
20
11
Phoenix

Q
$1 kmi 7
Rebate = S500 00

2004 Toyota Corolla
Stock #TC4019

Xer2p lip with yoith daily

2003 Toyota Tacoma
Stock

CARRIER DELIVERY

LEDGER&TIMES
MURRAY

#1-7354c

'11,952'
2003 Toyota Tacoma
Extended
Stock #T13331

3::=>

Have your hometown
news delivered to your door
with a subscription
to the
Murray Ledger & Times.

gallocrie kday-

14 5 984°0*

Rebate = S500 00

Sunday's Games
Toronto 94, LA. Clippers 88
Sacramento 98, Utah 89
San Antonio 89. Milwaukee 74
Cleveland 86, Portland 74
Phoenix 100, Philadelphia 92
Denver 103, Golden State 79
LA Lakers 105, Boston 82
Monday's Games
Memphis at Indiana. 6 pin
New York at Orlando, 6 pm
New Orleans at Detroit, 630 pm
Portland at New Jersey. 6 30 pin
Miami at Chicago. 730 pm
Seattle at Houston. 730 pm
Philadelphia at Utah. 8 p m
Phoenix at LA Clippers 930 pin
Boston at Golden State 9 30 p m
Tuesday's Games
Indiana at Cleveland 6 pm
Atlanta at Washington 6 p in
Miami at New York 630 pm
Seattle at Memphis 7 pin
Chicago at Minnesota 7 pm
Milwaukee at Dallas 730 pm
Toronto at Denver. 8 p vi

A win over 22nd-ranked NebrasSAN ANTONIO (AP) — Spars-clinched playoff spot
tans coach John L. Smith thinks .ka (9-3) would be a major buildrclinched division
said.
Smith
block,
ing
Michigan
the number of tickets
Saturday's Games
"It would be the cherry on the
State sold for the Alamo Bowl is
New England 31, Buffalo 0
Seattle 24 San Francisco 17
indicative of the declinl of the cake if you could go out and beat
Philadelphia 31 Washington 7
promiand
stature
the
of
team
a
school's football program.
Sunday's Games
Detroit 30. St Louis 20
The school sold only 5,000 of nence of a Nebraska team, withMiami 23 N Y Jets 21
its 10,880 allotted tickets for Mon- out a doubt," Smith said.
Kansas City 31 Chicago 3
Atlanta 21 Jacksonville 14
day night's game against NebrasWhile Michigan State has tried
Indianapolis 20 Houston 17
ka. Apparently, the team's 8-4 sea- to recapture the glory of some 40
Tennessee 33, Tampa Bay 13
New Orleans 13. Dallas 7
son apparently didn't make believ- years, Nebraska is trying to mainCleveland 22, Cincinnati 14
ers of Spartans fans.
tain the stability that began at
Carolina 37. N Y Giants 24
Arizona 18, Minnesota 17
"I would have hoped we would about the same time under Bob
Green Bay 31 Denver 3
have had 10-grand here," Smith Devaney, a protege of the late
San Diego 21. Oakland 14
Baltimore 13 Pittsburgh to. (1t
said. "We have to become a foot- MSU coaching great Duffy DaughEnd Regular Season
ball school, to a degree. And if erty.
we eApect to be in a bowl game
every year, then we've got to bring
10-grand. I'm sorry I couldn't sugarcoat it."
JU2LVA Ildlf2112
Smith made headway in his
first year after coming from
Louisville, where he led the Cardinals to bowls each of his five
seasons there.
MSU doubled its win total of
four games a year ago and finished fourth in the Big Ten.
But this remains a program that
has won only three conference
titles since the national championship years of 1965 and '66.
Since then, Michigan State has
lurked in the considerable shadow of Michigan and Ohio State
and has placed in the Associated
Press' final Top 10 only two times.
3 Months — $21.75
When he took over, Smith said,
he asked everyone in the program
6 Months — $43.50
to do a self-evaluation.
1 Year —$84.00
"What is our image? Do we
like that reflection? No, we didn't," Smith said. "Our kids wanted to change that image. We gave
them a means to get that done. I
never questioned the want."
Smith said the Spartans still
have issues to address, such as aging
football facilities and a drop-off
in recruiting.
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray • 753-1916 • www.niurrayledger.com

9900*

$15,494m*
r)J
,•••••

Roger
Knott

Mackie
Nolan

Nick
Smith

Preston
Barrett

Ricky
Searcy

Dale
Dunning

Russ
Goldstein

*Disclaimer: All prices are tax, title and license additional. All prices are after al1
manufacturer to dealer and all consumer incentives. Prices includes $64.50 doc `.

PEPPERS TOYOTA
2420 E. Wood St. (Lake 1-ivq )
Paris, TN
(731) 642-3900

1-800-325-3229
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TV Listings published daily
A-Criarter B-Murray Electric
C-Meckacom 0-Galaxy

MONDAY EVENING

10:00

9:00 1 9:30

8:00 I 8:30

ABCD 7:00 1 7:30

DEC. 29,2003
10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30
Friends! Friends I Nightlime Jimmy Kimmel Live

Movie 'OrearnKeeper' (2003) Rile Spears
Movie: DreamKeepe( (2003) Eddie Spears

News
News I

Nightlime Sainfeld

Seinfeid

Las Vegas ;In Stereo) Celebrity Poker
Yes, Dear Raymond iTwo Men CS1: Miami 4
Las Vegas In Stereo'; Celebrity Poker
VIPSD-NBC 6 6 6 6 Fear Factor I
7 Life of Luxury N , _tt Movie: DreamKeeper- t.2003) EdOw Spears
WEIBABC 7 7
4Sam
Antiques Roadshow Rod Serting: For Approval
WNPT-POS 8 II

Tonight Show (N)I

Late Night {In Stereo) Last Call

Late Show In Stereo) Entertain 'Late Late Show!
Tonight Show jhii 1 Late Night ;In Stereo] Last Call

WKRN-ABC 2 2
WSIL.ABC

3 3 3

Monday Night Live
Ute of Luxury Ni. 4

WSMv.NBC 4 4

Feet Factor 1

News

¶V -CBS5 5

Sell

News

KBS1-Fox

9 9 2 3 Malcolm

Malcolm

WOTV-UPN 10 17 11 30 Porkers! Eve v.

Malcolm

Malcolm

Girl-

Halt

News

Nightline Jimmy Kimmel LIMO

News

Served

News :1.

Miami!

Seinteid

Holly-

Rod Sorting

America

Scully:

Becker! Paid Prog. Drew

70$ Show Win-Grace Simpsons Frasier 4 King
1
Blind Date 5th Wheel 'Harvey
To Be Announced

Yes, Dear Raymond Two Men CSI

ITVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Still

News I

Jimmy Kimmel Live

Paid Prog. Paid Prog.

Harvey

Late Show {in Stereo

Friends! Late Late Show 4

Elimidate Street
Becker 4 Will-Grace Osbourne Show
Inspirtioni
Inspirational
FellowMissions
Inspirtioni
In:pinion'
Your Day Life Today Today
17 83 28
INSP
Brkthrgh Barn C.
Wendy
Sister
Victoria
Queen
Life
Ky
News
Lawrence of Arabia Lawrence of Arabia
YIKMu-PBS 21 21 5 11 Jews-Christians
Road Rule
Roseanne Roseanne Extra 4_ Paid Prog. Ripley
Judy
,Evenvood In Stereo] Judy
WOKA-111 22 16 10
7th Heaven Y Ste.
,
Outside
;Live
I
SportsCenter
(Live)!
Nebraska
Michgar
-vs
State
4
College Football MasterCard Alamo Bow
24 29 26 8 ;6 Y. ESPN 100 ".
ESPN
MotoWrld
Fastbreak NFL Great Street
Playmakers X
Play makers u
College Basketball II HS Basketball
ESPN2 25 30 25
Wild Boyz
Barn
Barn
Viva
Viva
Barn
Viva
Beni
Viva
Cribs
MTV
News
26 49 27 24 Challenge Challenge Challenge Challenge Challenge MTV
MTV
"
!
'
o
r
h
c
n
y
S
X-Files
I
'Max
X-Files
Order!
Law &
Law & Order 'Ego. I Law & Order!
28 27 39 14 Law & Order 4
TNT
Conjoined Twins
Resident Life
Trauma: Life
Conioined Twins
Resident Life
29 41 41
Trauma: Life
LC
Any Day
Nanny!
Mad
Nanny!
I
Drama)
(2000,
Movie: a* "One True Love"
30 52 31 31 Movie: The Giow-(2002) Dear Cain!
LIFE
Bridges!
Nash
Peacemakers!
Order
Law &
Law & Order
Law & Order
32 51 49 5 Law & Order
USA
Movie: ** "Mystic Pizza'{1988)
Movie: **I.'? "Legal Eagles"(1986) Robert Redford.'PG'
AMC
34 5829
Movie: a** -Mystic Pizza"(1988., 'R'
Osmonds City Confidential!
Biography:
A&E
35 35 44 27 Biography: Osmones City Confidential 'Huntsville. Trans on Tnal• I Third Watch!
Paid Prog. Paid Pros.
Videos
Videos
!
I
N
36 53 36 2 Movie: ** Down Periscope 1996, Comedy) Whose? Whose? 700 Club
FAN
Cheers
Co.
3's
Cosby
Cosby
Roseanne
Roseanne
Cosby
Full lise. Full Hse. Cosby
NICK
37 22 24 4 Oddpar- Sabrina
Designers
Mission
DecoratGround Smart
House
Design
43 36 18
Decorat- Mission Designers Design
HGTV
Smart
News in Stereo i I

WGN

16 38 9 10 Movie:• The Pawn-( 999) Greg Evgan I

SPIKE
TOON

Movie a** '-Ocropussf(1983, Adventure) Roger Moore. (In Stereo)
44 33 30 23 (5:00) Movie: Wand' WVIE Raw In Stereo Live)!
52 26 21 13 Movie: ** -Runaway Bride -(1999, Comedy) Julia Roberts Movie *a 'Runaway Bride"(1999, Comedy) Julia Roberts at Runaway Bride .
Cowboy Reign
Inuyasha Big 0
Samurai Futurama Family
Pokemon Jackie
65 32 50
Scooby-000-Vampire Coden-

COURT

66 61

WTBS

NYPD Blue In Stereo) Mastrmnd Evidence Forensic Forensic
Comicview
Hey Mon* Midnight Love
News

Mugshots

Forensic

Mastrmnd Evidence Forensic

Comicview

BET

67 39

Movie: eve -Holiday Heart"(2000, Drama)

CMTV

70 34

H80

556 71 51

Most Shocking
Inside Fame
Hot Hookups
Noisemakers 2003
Movie: ** ' Joe Somebody'(2001) Big Fish Angels in America! Angels in America! "From Dusk rid Dawn"
-Exposed"
Movie: ***'i 'Antwone Fisher"(2002)'PG-13' Movie: a''2 ''The Tuxedo"(2002)! Movie. vet 'City by the Sea"(2002)'Fi'I
National Lampoon's Van Wilder'
Soul Food!
Soul Food!
Soul Food Soul Food!
Soul Food I

MAX

765 72 54

SHOW

7M 73 52

DISN

78 31 57

FLIX

705

HBO2

652

Most Shocking

Inside Fame

(6.151 Movie

Boy World Recess!
Sister
Even
Proud
Boy World Kim
Sister
Movie: -Shadows and Fog"(1992) Movie: "House of Games"(1987) Movie: eye -The Believers '(1987, Horror)'R Movie: '1969"(1988)
Sex 8 City!Sex 8 City Movie: "Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets''(20021A Project Greenlight I Movie: ** 'Analyze That"(2002)
Movie: ** "Atlantis. The Lost Empire"(2001)

ABCD 5:00 1 5:30 I 6:00
WKRN-ABC 2 2
WSIL-ABC

WSMV-NBC 4 4

7:00

6:30

iNews

News

News

News! Good Morning America X

, News

News

Today (In Stereo)!

News

News

News

WTVF-CBS 5 5

Berens- BodyE- Mr

WNPT-PBS 8 8

9 9 2 3 14.00) Movie

WDTV-UPN 10 17 11 30 (Ott Air)

Paid
Paid

INSP

16 38 9 10 Children Life
17 83 28

Town

Truth

WKMU-PBS 21 21 5 11 Yoga
WDKA-W8 22 16 10
ESPN
ESPN2
MTV

BodyE- Arthur
Shephrd Chapl

Coin

24 29 26 8 SportsCenter 426 49 27 24 Britney-Zone
28 27 39 14 Pensacola-Wing

TLC

29 41 41

30 52 31 31 Paid

Paid

Ellen Show

Montel Williams! Price Is Right!

Arthur

Couch

Sher-

Paid

Hatchett Hatchen Judge Mathis!

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Feud

Regis and Kelly

Dr,-

Your

Life

Sun

Page

Zoboo

Barney Sesame Street! Mr

Paid

Paid

Believ-

Living

Sabrina Sabri-

Paid

SportsCenter I

SportsCenter!

!
Cold Pizza

cc

1 Hi-5 ,rf

SportsCenter!

Punk'd

Punk'd [Punk'd

Punk'd

Pretender!

Charmed!

Animal Bus

Baby

Workout Sod-

Baby

Design- Golden Nanny

Punk'd

Punk'd

ER In Stereo)!

Gorillas: Primal

Jerry Springer!

SportsCenter!

SportsCenter!

Golf

2003 Poker

Punk'd

Punk'd

ER In Stereo)!
Dating

Dating

Mak-

Mak-

Mad

Mad

Golden

Nanny

City Confidential
Full Hse. Grow-

Oddpar- Rocket

Rugrats Sponge Max

Rubba- Dora

Journal Solu-

TIPical

37 22 24 4 Oswald Thorn-

HGTV

43 36 18

Paid

Paid

SPIKE

44 33 30 23 Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

WTBS

52 26 21 13 Mama

Mama

Saved-

Saved-

Movie: *a': Soapdish"(1991)!

TOON

65 32 50

Zoids

He-Man Poke-

Yu Gi

Ed. Edd Dexter

COURT

66 61

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

BET

67 39

BET Morning Inspiration With Brother Gerard

CMTV

70 34

Smash Hits of Country

HBO

650 71 51

-Ernest Scared Stupid"(1991) Movie: "Man of the House- 11- Movie: "Rookie of the Year

MAX

765 72 54

"Wackiest Ship in Army"

SHOW

7M 73 52

;4 15) Movie

DISH

78 31 57

House

FLIX

785

Movie: 'Absolute Beginners.' 1986)1 Movie: "Wuthering Heights"(1970)'G'

H802

""

••

House

3 3 3

WSMV-NEIC 4 4
WTVF-CBS 5 5

2:00 I 2:30

1:30

News

Y & 13

Talk of the Town 'Bold

KFVS-CBS 12 12(12 12 News! Bold
16 38 9 10 News In Stereo
Life

Family

WKIIIU-PBS 21 21)5 11 Teletub Lions
Ricki Lake!

WOKA-W9 22 16 10

Wiggles Stanley Rolie

ESPN

24 29 26 8 NHL

INBA

SportsCenter 4

Guiding Light!
Edition

Holly-

Libertys Shrinks Zoboo

3:00 1 3:30

News

Gold Award Winner

"National Sect,-

Movie: ea* "Mr. Wonderful'.

"An American Rhapsody"! 'Catch Me 1f
Rol*

Out-Box PBJ

Fellow- Inspir-

Hap
Mass

Ellen Show

NFL

ESPN 100

Wire

Timber 'NBA

Room

Room

26 49 27 24 Room

TNT

28 27 39 14 Law & Orders

NYPD Blue

TLC

29 41 41

Wed-

LIFE

10 52 31 31 Snowbound Jim arid Jennifer Stolpa

S.

Wed-

Room

NBC

News

CBS

News

Jeop-

Million- News! NBC

Maury v.

Oprah Winfrey! News

ABC

Dragon Sara

Barney ,Clifford Arthur

Zoom! News-Lehrer

Dharma King-Hill Hom-

70$

King-Hill Simp-

Road

Blind

Wayne Brady
Cosby

Cosby

Cross-

Road

Oprah Wnfrey N. News! CBS
FreshPr FreshPr Horn-

Reppies Discov- Bomb

Mize

Will

Chang- Hagee

Baby

Street
Room

-Baby

News

Billiards
Rich

Rich

Becker

Horn-

Jewish

Cerullo

NFL

NFL

Rich

Rich

Judging Amy!

Angel (In Stereo)

Charmed!

Law & Order!

Trading Spaces

While You Out

Clean Sweep!

Police. Camera

HGTV

43 36 18

SPIKE

44 33 30 23 11 001 Movie: "Never Say Nv ''

FLIX

705

H802

662

COURT
BET
CMTV
HBO
MAX
SHOW

Decorat- Sensible!Mission Design

_

clI I I
NEW RELEASES...
Tomorrow- Dec. 30
The Order • S.W.A.T.• Sex and The City - Season Five

Movie

DISN

WTBS

•
•
•
•
•
••••
•
•
••••••••

Movie a Supernova"(2000)3E

House
Design- Land- Design- Homes if Walls Before Building Curb
Movie: "From Russia With Love''(1963)
Movie: *at "You Only Live T**ce"(1967) Sean Conrery
Seinteld Seinfeld Friends
HornHornDrew
52 26 21 13 Cosby Cosby ICosby FreshPi FreshPr Harvey Harvey Drew
Dragon The Pagernaster
TransJustice
Gundam
Totally
Turtles
PowerPowerEd, Edd Ed, Edd
65 32 50
(11'00) Movie
Stereo) Cops 4. 'Cops 4
(In
Profiler
Closing
Arguments
66 61
Both Sides
BET
Top 10 Live
Park:
&
106
Bassment
The
City:
Rap
The Center
67 39
BET Now
2003
Noisemakers
70 34
Smash Hits of Country
(1996)
Phantom
The
Movie:
(1990)
Witches"
'The
Movie:
650 71 51
Kung Pow- Enter the Fist" X Movie. at*'2 'Hope and Gory"(1987)
Movie
(1 1 :40) Moyle: Catch Me if You Can . Movie *a • Like Mike"(2002) On Set Movie: ace 'AU"(2001, Biography) Will Smith 'R P.1 I
715 72 54
Movie: *a•, 'Bleacher Bums"(2002)I Movie: The Sum 'Alf Fears"(2002) A Movie:*** 'Changing Lanes"(2002)
(11 15) Movie
701 73 52
Sister
Lime
Proud Sister Even
Recess TIMm
Stanley Role Movie: "The Ever Stevens Movie"I Lilo
78 31 57

TOON

PADUCAH

5th

NICK

A&E
FAM

32 51 49 5 (11 001 Movie: StarTrek

Book Before Dec. 29th &
Get 10% Discount

News lt, Ray-

News Lehrer

Stylefest Billiards
Room TAL rtr.

Jacuzzi Suites - FREE Breakfast

Fortune

Reading Clifford Dragon Visions BusiCops! Cops! Dharma Griffith
Yu Gi
Scooby Jackie PokeGame- College Football EV1 Net Houston Bowl -- Navy vs Texas Tech. (Live)

iRoom

Brand New

SPECIAL RATES

News! Fortune

Nanny Nanny
Movie
' Iti
JAG 'Valo,
Movie a *'., "Stargate"(1994) Kurt Russell I
Movie: *at "Tore Tore, Total"(1970) Jason Roberts .0'
34 58 29
(11 20) Movie: Mystic Pzza Movie: *a', • The Hindenburg '(1975)'P0'!
City Confidential American Justice
Murder-Wrote
35 35 44 27 American Justice Movie The West Side Waltz'(1995)! Murder-Wrote
!
Switche Knock Full Mae Full Hse. 7th Heaven
Full Hse. 71h Heaven!
Two
Step
36 53 36 2 Family Family Step
37 22 24 4 Ginger Robot tRobot Robot Robot Robot Robot Robot Robot Robot Runaway Reptar Grown Sponge

USA
L
AMC

270-442-2080

CELEBRATE
NEW YEARS COUNTRY
IN NSSL SUITES
EVE
WITH US 270-442-2201

1-24 Hwy. 60 (Mall Exit 4) Next to Texas Roadhouse

Dr. Phil

IChevy

NYPD Blue It:

Fortune

News'! Enter-

News

Libertys Cyber!
Berens- Shrinks Zoom
Osbourne Show

News

6:30

Edition

John Walsh Show Cross-

Guiding Light!

ABC

6:00

News

Paid

Street

News

5:30

Oprah Winfrey! News

Paid

Heat of Night

News

5:00

As World Turns

Style

As World Turns

4:30

"As we were putting the demo
together, I realized that it could be
used for other things outside the
clothing line," said Green, who
owns Jerry Green & Friends nightclub at the Best Western Inn on
Brownsboro Road. "But the most
exciting thing is that we skipped
local TV and went straight national.
That's unheard of."

Wiggles JoJo

'Attack o the Puppet Pec,: -

Montel Williams! News! ABC

Parkers Spin

25 30 25

Pro-

Judy

4:00

Paid

ESPN2

Sec

Saved-

DEC. 30, 2003

Paid

m-nr

Room

"Never Say NiSaved-

106 & Park: Top 10 Live

'PG. Rebels Oakland

Movie: ir*',2 "X-15 '(1961)

700 Club , NI!

Hickey

Small

Ed, Edd Ed, Edd Coden- Coden- "Pokemon 2000
BET

Days of Our Lives Dr. Phil

Passions T,'

News

Enter-

Dawson's Creek

Trial Heat

Maury I

Wethe-

Grim

Dawson's Creek

BET Start

Judy

WOTV-UPN 10 17 11 30 Wethe-

Home

Open Court

All My Children 4:. One Lite to Live :T. General Hospital

9 9 2

Room

A Charter B Murray Electric
C-Mediacom D-Galaxy

7 All My Children lc One Life to Live! General Hospital

17 83 28

Grim

!General Hospital
All My Children! One Life to Live

Lions

As Told by Ginger

'A Beautiful Mind"(2001)'PG-13* 'Movie: 'Moscow on the Hudson"(1984) "Kissing Jessica Stein"(2001)

Bebe s Kids- Movie **

WNPT-PBS 8 8

Blues-

Movie: eat "Octopussy.'(1983, Adventure) Roger Moore.

Movie: ** 'Bobbie's Girl(2002) IC

Wiggles JoJo

Recess Lilo

WPSD-NBC 6 6 6 6 Days of Our Lives Passions A
WBBJ-ABC 7 7

Country Room

Movie: -Love 8 Sex'(2000) Movie: at "Femme Fatale"(2002)'R'

TUESDAY AFTERNOON
WKRN-ABC 2 2

Paid

Rome

Dora

WAVE-TV, and has written music
for BET and Black STARZ! since
1995. "Jerry told me he had a cartoon demo and wanted me to do the
music for it," Gilkey said. "But
when I saw the DVD, I thought I
could get him a deal. I showed it to
Porter, who immediately called
Jerry with an offer for the STARZ!
Kids launch."

••••••••

Movie:** 'Desperado.'(1987)

Movie: -Out There"(1995)

ABCD 12T12:'1:00

!Paid

Duvall

Blues-

ARZA BARNETT The Courier journal/AP Photo

Andre' Gilkey, left, Jerry Green, center left, Willie Peppers, center right, and Matt Maple pose with their 3-D animation characters Boop and 011ie Thursday, in Louisville.

••••

Movie: -Continental Divide-(1981)'PG'

7th Heaven I
,,,,
700 Club it!

NICK

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— They
may never be as famous as Mike and
Sulley from the movie "Monsters.
Inc.," or the golden-hearted ogre in
"Shrek," on a quixotic mission with
his mouthy sidekick, Donkey.
But Boop and 011ie are a 3-D animation buddy team that definitely
has cinematic potential.
Created in Louisville by comic
book illustrator Willie Peppers and
computer animator Matt Maple, the
characters leapt right from videodisc
to national recognition: They're
mascots for STARZ! Kids, the new
24-hour cable and satellite movie
channel for children 2 to 8 years old.
"I'd never seen animation done
so well and thought these two characters would be a perfect match to
promote the launch," said Ulysses
Porter Brown, manager for Black
STARZ! and STARZ! Kids, two of
the 13 commercial-free movie channels from Starz Encore Group in
Englewood, Colo.
"I get demos all the time, but this
one stood out. It was extremely
well-received around the company
and, at first, people thought it was
Pixar."
Appearing now in 30-second and
60-second STARZ! spots on Insight
Communications channels 270
through 278, and on DirecTV channels 520 through 532, Boop and
011ie were conceived by nightclub
owner Jerry Green as pitchmen for
his children's clothing line,
"2Short."
For the illustration, Green tapped
Peppers, who penned superheroes in
"Southern Knights" for DAK
Comics and "StormQuest" for
Caliber Comics. "Jerry's original
idea was to do standard, painted animation," Peppers said. "Then we
decided to go with 3-D computer
animation, something a little more
unique.
That's when they found Matt
Maple, a videographic artist and 3-D
animator for Videobred Inc.
"I put together a DVD with animation of the characters, and Jerry
got a friend of his to sneak it into
one of the STARZ! Encore meetings," Maple said.
That friend was Andre Gilkey, a
Louisville-based musician who once
scored promotional commercials for

"Star Trek Gen'

Murder-Wrote

Living

Duvall

Room

Wed-

36 53 36 2 Life

Quilts

Room

Judging Amy!

Nanny

Rangers Famous Grow-

Children Digimon Bey-

Jay Jay

Hugh- 'Feud

Wed-

Murder-Wrote

Movie: 'The West Side Waltz" 195)!(

Inspir-

Golden

FAN

NSP

Rockford Files
Inspir-

Mattock!

Life

35 35 44 27 Paid

WGN

Heat of Night
Inspirational

Hap

!
Lost World

Paid

Young-Restless

Hillbil-

A&E

KBS1-Fox

Price Is Right I

Jacobs Robb T. Hagee

32 51 49 5 4100) Bloomberg Information Network Movie: *a "Fire in the Sky"(1993)I
Movie: at-': "Gable and Lombard"(1976)'R'
34 58 29
(4:20) Movie: 'Magone Morningstar-

WSIL-ABC

People's Court! Divorce Justice
To Be Announced Good Day Live ;N(

"Star Trek 6-Undiscovered"

Paid

Sugarplum Dr

Justice Hillbil-

Clifford Dragon Caillou

Y&R

News!

13eliev-

AMC

USA

Feud

News

Divorce News

The View!

Teletub Sesame Street! Reading Cyber-

Paid

albumLaunch

Fit &

Pyramid Pyramid

Living It Up

Lions

SportsCenter :T

Save
!
Brum

Bus

Pyramid Pyramid

The View.

Regis and Kelly

Good Morning America!

Outdoor 1Offshore Cold Pizza Lie:.

25 30 25

TNT

LIFE

Truths

!
The View

Living It Up

Martha Stewart

!
Early Show In Stereo)
Creflo

Regis and Kelly

Caillou

,KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Breakfast Show
WGN

Early Show!

9:30 10:00 rl 10:30 11:00 11:30

9:00

Today (In Stereo)!

WPSD-NBC 6 6 6 6 AgDay ',News 4 News 4
i AgDay Good Mo ning
7 News
WBBJ-kEIC 7 7
1(851-Fox

8:30

8:00

7:30

Good Morning America I

News

3 3 3

DEC. 30, 2003

A-Charter B-Murray Electric
C-Mediacom 0-Galaxy

TUESDAY MORNING

Louisville animators' characters
snag national television gig

Design

at 'War Gods of the Deep" Movie: Absolute Beginners"( 9861 1 Movie: 'Wurhenng Heights" Movie: **a 'Toto the Hero"(1991)
Movie: 'Jump& Jack Flash"(1986) R Tracey Movie: **** 'Grory"(1989, Drama)'Ft Movie: ea* 'The Pelican Brier'(1993)'P0-13'I

Friday, Jan. 2

Tuesday, Jan. 6

American Wedding

Out Of Time • Underworld
Uptown Girls

;A

20th
nniversary
Cards
•
Still Available
20 Rentals
for $20

We
Special
Order
New
Movies!

(One Per Week)

/983 - 2003

714 N 12th St. • Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray • (270) 753-7670
Sun -Thurs. 10 a.m.-11 p.m. • Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.-Midnight
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Classifieds
www.murrayledger.com
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Fax: 753-1927
Murray Ledger & limes Fair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
are requested to check the first
of tneir ads tor any error Murray
-edger & Times will be responsible to/ only one
ocorrect insertion Any error should be reported
,mmediately so corrections can be made

DEADLINES
Monday

Fn. 11 a.m.

Tuesday

Mon. 11 a.m.
Mon 5 pm.

Wednesday

Wed. 11 a.m.

Thursday

Wed. 5 p.m.

Friday

Thur 12 p.m.
A-

Saturday

AU real estate advertised herein is subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to advertise any preference, Ion
iutiun or duArunination based on race, coke, religion, sev handicap
familial status or national ongin or intention to make an% such pro
erences, limitations or discnmination
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale, rental or advertising ot
real estate based on factors in addition to those protecteo under fed
eral law
We will know ingly accept any advertising for real estate which IS in
violation or the law. All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal opportunity basis
For turther assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
requirements, contact NAA Counsel Rene P Milam,
17031646-WOO

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
160
155
160
165
180

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

Tobacco 6 Suppiies

5750 Column Inch, 605 o Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
'AU I A.I• M.,/ Run Kith.r, n1).1.

52.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND IT WILL APPEAR ON
THE WEBSITE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
,
,
I [NI Al)
$5.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11 per word per day.
4275 extra for Shopper(Mon Classineds go into Shopping Guido S2 SO extra ior blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

WE'VE MOVES!

,,
s,

Sunset Boulevard Music is now located in
the yellow building beside
i"
t, ,
Wendy's on Chestnut Street.

CDs, (AR SHREO
8,
INSTALLATION

a

120
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Notice

Notice

L060

060

L_020

020

Henry County Medical Center Home Health is
seeking a Physical Therapist. Full-time & parttime positions available.
We offer excellent benefits and a competitive
salary package. Interested candidates should
send resume or apply in person.

Law Office of

Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Occupational Therapist. Full-time & part-time
positions available.
We offer excellent benefits and a competitive
salary package. Interested candidates should
send resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

060

LOST: Female Aussie-Red
Heelker mix, Sable &
White, short hair, answers
to the name "Bella". Family
pet. (270) 489-2227, (270)
994-1605 or (270) 9942291.
060
Help Wanted

Now accepting
applications for
assistant
management.
Apply in person
616 N. 12th Street

DRIVERS needed ComHome
petitive wages
weekends Benefits Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 2 years experience Clean driving record
(800) 468-6087
Floor
EXPERIENCED
Tech needed at Britthaven
of Benton Prospective
employee must possess
knowledge of floor maintenance with buffers Apply
in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main St
Benton KY 42025 No
Calls
Please.
Phone
EOE/AAE
Presbyterian
FIRST
Church is seeking someone to provide child care
each Sunday morning.
Hours required are 91512,00. If interested. call
753-6460

Help Wanted
GREEN Acres Health
Care is currently hiring for
the following positions:
LPN/RN M-F 10p-6A off
every weekend. Environmental aide position. M-F
2p-7pm We have excellent
benefits. Anyone interested in becoming part of our
team may apply in person.

Equal Opportunity Employer

060

Family Nurse
Practitioner or

Help Wanted

Physician

A GREAT CAREER!

Assistant
Office in Paris. TN

Part-Time Position
Insurance
LICENSED
Salary.
stlEscellent
Agent. International comF1'esible
pany seeking licensed Insurance agents, in the loStress Fire
cal area We offer comEnvironment.
plete benefit program, ma1-731-641-7505
jor medical, 401K, LTD,
stock purchase program.
1-866-505-7546
For more information call
anytime
270-319-1170 RECEPTIONIST for busy,
Non-licensed individuals fast-paced medical practice. Duties include but not
also encouraged to apply.
limited to meeting patients,
coding, and billing. SecreLOCAL Insurance office
tarial and other duties.
has an opening for an enPrefer team player with
try level staff position. If
medical office experience
you are pleasant and perwho will do whatever it
sonable, career-minded,
takes to get the job done.
ambitious, a self-starter
Reply to P.O. Box 1040C
with good work habits,
Murray, KY 42071
please send resume to
PO. Box 1040-R Murray,
KY 42071. Wages and MEDICAL Transcriptionist
benefits negotiable. No ex- familiar with computers
Perience required.
and scheduling for medical
NOW Hiring for all positions, for all shifts. Apply
in person 0 Sonic Drivein. 217 S. 12th Street.
No Phone Calls Please.

front office. Part-time to
become full-time Send resume to P0. Box 630
Murray KY

ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE
Fortune 500 Company has opening in LOCAL area
*One of the Pest training programs available expense-paid
'Company 401K savings & employee stock ownership plan
&Top benefits health, dental, life and disability insurance
'Junior Executive Training program based on performance
"Earn S30-35.000 first year
For confidential personal interview
CALL TODAY & TOMORROW
270-759-5910 10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M
ASK FOR JOSH JOHNSON
EOE MF

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
1270i759-5000

-

-

REGISTERED NURSES
Henry County Medical Center is seeking RNs.
Flexible shifts. Full-time & part-time positions
and flexible schedules available.
Med/Surg 7p - 7a & 7a - 7p
CCU 7p - 7a & 7a - 7p
Float Pool - All shifts
Sign on bonus available. We offer excellent
benefits and a competitive salary package & a
career ladder program. Interested candidates
should send resume or apply in person

Equal Opportunity Employer

,

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

I-888-FOR MRJS
I-888-367-6757

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $840 on Part A: $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

All Occasion Transportation • Airport Service • Certified Drivers

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILLNG FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
— PREPLANNING —

ommercial Waste
Disposal

SERVICE ASSOCIATES
PRODUCTION
ASSOCIATES
New Krystal
Restaurant
Opening Soon In
Murray, KY
Interviewing and
taking applications
at the Krystal
Restaurant Site
1100 Chestnut St.
Mon. & Tues.
Dec. 29 & 30
from
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fax resume to
731-660-5102
24 Hr. Operation
090
Domestic & Childcare
Will
EXPERIENCED
clean up after new construction, remodeling, before and after renters.
floors, windows. etc
Valerie 436-5914
HOUSEKEEPER, quality
care, reasonable rates, local references Available
immediately. 436-6028.
KID'S Krew 810 Whitnell
759-3333 now has openings for ages 6wk to 5yr
Owners Thomas & Diana
Warren and Amanda Fain
would love to have you
stop by or call

Articles
For Sale

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

Medicare
ATTENTION:
and Medicaid Recipients.
Start your new year with
an electric wheelchair. Call
for your free information 1800-225-4336
FREE HBO & CINEMAX
Get a dishnetwork 2 or 3
room satellite system free,
installed free. Get 3
months of America's Top
100 channels plus 13
channels of HBO & Cinemax free. Also available
are your local networks.
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite at 759-0901 or toll
free 877-455-0901 for
more information.
GENERATOR & Freezer
3000 watt $350 Free
standing like new 12.8 cubic $200 519-8570 or
753-5848
L.P. Gas Refills New
tanks & valves in stock
B & B Brokers 753-4389
200
Sports Equipment
REMINGTON 870, special
magnum
3"
purpose
$425.00.753-0195
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD Seasoned or
Green Oak & Hickory
753-5476
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
"ENTERTAINER
HOME"
is here. Check out this
32x80 for only
$64,900.00.Fleetwoocts
#1 home.(800)533-3568.

HOLIDAY Season Special
Beautiful 2400 sq. ft
Home on 2 acres Assume
payments. Call Clayton
Homes in Camden 731584-9429
INVENTORY
SPECIAL
28x60 Fleetwood Home
for $44,500.00 Includes
delivery, set-up, a/c, skirting and footers (800)5333568
INVOICE SALE
This is a beautiful 14x70
singlewide that will be sold
for 521,900 00 (800)5333568

Call Jill Stephens or Jennifer

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

The Kroger Co., America's largest Supermarket Pharmacy chain,
is looking for motivated part time and full time pharmacists for our
Paducah and Murray, KY stores. We offer a competitive salary,
excellent benefits, and pleasant working conditions.

To Inquire E-mail, fax, or mail your resume to:
Email: michael.wasson@kroger.com

Fax: 901-765-4213
Mail to: The Kroger Company
P.O. Box 1878. Memphis, TN 38101-1878
Attn: Michael Wasson

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terru Isaacs/Karen Isaacs. Owners

320
Apartments For Rent

NEW 1200 Sq ft Home 3 1 bedroom apartment
bed, 2 bath, vinyl & shin- Clean and nice all appliangle, beautiful new model ces including w/d No pets
Payments as low as $228 270-436-5496, 270-293per month w a c Call 6906
Clayton Homes in Camden 1 Bedroom apartments, all
731-584-9429
appliances at the Oaks
Apartments Coleman RE
SINGLEWIDE
759-4118
SPECIAL
16x80 - 4 bedroom, 2 bath 1 Bedroom, all appliances
home. Priced to move @ included. $325 per month,
(800)533- deposit required. 759$29,825.00.
3781
3568
1 BR, $225 month, no
SPEC HOME
Awesome Home' Ready pets 753-3949.
to move into Set-up on 1 OR 2br apts near downland Call today. (800)533- town Murray starting at
S200/mo 753-4109_
1568
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
THIS weeks move in speApply at Mur-Cal Apts
cial: 1200 sq ft. Clayton
902 Northwood Dr
Repo sold new in 2001 on
Monday,
2 acres includes well. sepWednesday. Friday.
tic, and electric Call ClayPhone 759-4984.
ton Homes in Camden
Equal Housing
731-584-9429
Opportunity
USED HOME
TDD #1-800-648-6056
We do take trades and we
sell used and repo homes 1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU House 3 & 4
1800 533-3568
753-1252 or
bedroom
753-0606.
1br apartment. furnished
and all utilities paid. $285.
2 BR $250.00 436-5697
month plus deposit_ Near
NICE 2 Br 2 bath 492- downtown, no pets. call
8488
(270) 761-2085
310
1BR-4BR apartments Ask
Want To Rent
about move in free days.
Coleman RE 759-4118
RELOCATING to area 2 BR 1 Bath with carport.
Seeking farm for horses central G/H/A, 1 year
Prefer with living accom- lease, 1 mo. deposit, no
modations Desire attrac- pets. 753-2905,
tive place Ample pasture 2, 2BR apts Northwood &
and barn Long term lease Cambridge area All applior purchase Send inquires ances furnished_ Call 293to PO Box 1040D Mur- 6968
2BR 2 Bath, all appliances
ray Ky
furnished, garage wiremote, very nice $575/mo.
Apartments For Rent
9028 North 20th St 7535144 293-9970
2) Two Bedroom Apts to
2BR apt © 908 Hillwood
ent Nice 753-5731
$350/mo. Call 759-4406
1 bdrm, quiet neighbor- 2BR duplex C/H/A 753hood, stove & refrigerator E1067
furnished No pets' $230
2BR NEAR MSU
767-9037
Coleman RE 759-4118

9078 North 20th St Large
3BR 25 bath. Duplex all
appliances furnished. gadoor
rage, automatic
opener $725/mo 7535344 or 293-9970
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent S360/ month One
bedroom $330/month Call
753-1970 Leave Mes_
sage
*LARGE 2 Bedroom, 1 1'2
bath, all appliances including washer, dryer. microwave *Large 1 Bedroom,
all appliances including
washer & dryer *Large furnished 1 Bedroom with all
appliances including washer & dryet (2701 759-5885
or (270) 293-7085

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Jackson at 7534916
and place your ad today!

28R upstairs located at
5353 ST RT 121 South
$285 489-2296
2BR , Duplex C H A
Coleman RE 759-4118

EOE/MF

Lock in price; single pay
or payment plan.

1.°800"585'6033

NEED someone to pick up
2 children from school
21°3 days a week. References required. 759-3366
call after 6:00 p.m.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

Does Your Policy Pay 100e4 of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at
753-3633
i&ASH paid for
used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST

753-1752
Tuts is AN ADVERTISEMENT

Lost and Found

Lou V. McGary

All Types of Refuse Service

BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINAL/TRAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

INSURANCE

r'`''2.,
abpteLls
fiftr.,a
•t,„ar- z it
•••:>„e`

150

General Practice ofLaw Including:

Notice

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

ELECTRIC base board,
heaters, air conditioners,
refrigerators, used carpeting 753-4109

Equal Opportunity Employer

STEVE VIDMER

020

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

rod,

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

CHESTN1T STREET ihESIDE WENDS)•753-11113

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Computers

PHYSICAL THERAPIST

VISA

Apartments For Rent

Storage Rentals

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290_00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special fa'
qualified applicants.
753-8221
NEWLY decorated, very
nice, 2 BR, 1 Bath, all appliances, central g/h,'a. no
pets 753-2905
NICE 2 br. 2 bath, duplex,
garage, no pets. 436-6357
or153-7457
ONE bedroom apartments.
water furnished, close to
campus. No pets Call
753-5980
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From S325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 2 BR 1 1/2
Bath Townhouse, all appliances, central h"a no
pets. 753-2905
VERY nice Townhouse apt
for rent in Cambridge 2
story. 2 BR, 1 1,2 Bath,
Large kitchen w'hardwood
floors, all kitchen appliances + washer & dryer
$525/mo. Call 767-9024

Neon ,Beach
Mint-Storage

8Y Owner 4 Bedroom, 1
Bath, Living room & Dining
room, workshop, big front
& back yard $61.900
753-4109
NICE 3 Bedroom Home
Reduced for sale 7535711
www.kyfsbodirect.corn
See local homes for sale
by owner' Call 767-9308
fir info

Houses For Rent

Used Cars

2 bedroom 1409 Vine St
S400 a month 270-4928861 or 731-642-3590
2 br brick house.appliances furnished, no pets
Call after 5 00pm 7530728
2BR 1 bath $375 +deposit
38R 1 bath $475 +deposit
all appliances furnished &
water on Hwy 94W past
I ynn Grove 355-9245
3BR brick house on Brinn
Rd 753-2861
AVAILABLE Now' Nice
2BR house $375 month
w'references.
deposit.
Southwest area. 435-4226
decorated2BR
NEWLY
C/H/A. W/D 8. all appliances No pets 1108 Vine
St 753-9678 or 731-2475107
SOUTH Hazel 3BR 2 bath
$350/mo:deposit lease
492-8526

1995 Plymouth Neon Kline, white on gray, autoNew
CD
matic.
tires:brakes struts front
bearings.recent tune-up
52.500 753-9691 after
5PM

I

Storage Rentals

CREEKVIEW STORAGE 520-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

AlI SW.;
1\ All. \ HI

77)3-38.--13
G&C
nd
STORAGE
PROPANE

380
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
460
Homes For Sale

1998 Chevrolet Camaro Z28, silver, immaculate
$10 500(270) 293-5952
500
Used Trucks
2000 Mazda 83000 V6
Has 24.000 miles Sharp
truck 759-9905
2003 Ford Ranger XLTfull power, low miles. 4-dr.
Cass-CD Asking $16.500
Call 293-1266
94 Ford f 150 XLT super
cab, all extras excellent
condition $10 500 Ca"
436-2225
530
Services Offered
436-5141 A AFFORDA
BLE HAULING. cleaning
out garages. gutters, junk,
tree work
492-8688 Root Repairs
New Roofs all types Call
Carters
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING all around clean-up.
gutters tree work 4362867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737.
753-3594
Free Estimates

PAGE 12

530

530

L

Services Offered

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
Garages, Pole Barns MetFencing
al Buildings
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194

ALL

MONDAY DECEMBER 29, 2003

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Carpentry

New

Homes, add on's, garages,
pole barns, home & mobile
home repair, water & termite damage, screened
porches, sun rooms Lieened-insured Larry Nimmo
753-9372 or 753-0353

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113

Dozer work & Track hoe

Services Offered

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs you
don't have time for
Murray-Calloway Co
293-5438
DOZER AND
BACK HOE WORK &
GRAVEL HAULING.

6ao
Services Offered

r

ROOF REPAIRS
Complete new roofing
Metal, rubber shingles
for prompt & professional
service call

CARTER ROOFING

la
ci.

Puryear 247-3086

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Tnmming, removal. stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839

Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

David's Cleaning
Services

Do the OWNERS where you buy your 2
<
r
new
<
flooring personally install for you? .
O
cc

).
. WE DO!0„er.2,-.7E7,!!..., .
O Visit Our Showroom Today *0
§

WALTERS

CONTRACTING
Vinyl

JUNK/ RUBBISH Remov- Siding. Addition, and Real, we'll haul away almost modeling (Duality Work
anything, from attics to
barns, Qtjobs. Senior
Discounts (270)489-2583

CERAMiC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL•HARDWOOD• CARPET
<

I

0

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE

DECKS, Roofing,

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

Over 30 Years Experience Gerald Walters 7532592

•

CARPET&RS SRCOVERINC
Hwy t41.1.tpWes Sout ol Murray to Tom Taybor Rad

Air

J

5CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARD: :,D•CARPET
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113

*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying
753-5827

CALL us for your holiday
house cleaning plus painting Minor carpentry &
plumbing. 30 yrs experience References giver
Call 270-435-4682

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct,
Order by 11 am. &
pick up next day.

We Specialize in Cleaning"

O

Hazel 492-8688

Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503

HANDYMAN Carpenter
All types
Call (270) 519-8570icell)
753-5848
Donald Simmons

530
Services Offered

Services Offered

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick .All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
1)avid Borders
Phone (270)767-0313
(270) 527-7176

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors
Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
Be Here
For Only
$2517° Per Month!
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price9
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fn. 9-5• Sat. 9-4

Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

CHECK US OUT ON THE WEB!

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

Return of the King' remains No. 1 for second week Horoscopes
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
final installment of"The Lord of the
Rings" trilogy continued to reign at
the box office despite a handful of
new openings as Hollywood had its
best Christmas weekend ever.
"The Lord of the Rings: The
Return of the King" pulled in $51.2
million in ticket sales for a total of
$224 million since opening two
weeks ago, according to studio estimates released Sunday.
The fantasy film also posted the
best Christmas Day gross of any
current movie, $14.6 million.
Out of the gate, the movie also
has outstripped the first two chapters of the trilogy. It took just 11
days to cross the $200 million mark
— one day less than part two,"The
Two Towers."
Four movies opened over the
including
weekend,
holiday
"Cheaper by the Dozen." The Steve
Martin comedy was No. 2 with
$28.2 million over the weekend.
The Civil War epic "Cold
Mountain" opened in third place
with $14.5 million. The R-rated, 2
1/2-hour movie opened on 2,167
screens.
"Paycheck," a summer-style
action movie, opened with $13.9
million, and "Peter Pan," a liveaction retelling of the classic story,
grossed $11.4 million.
The total estimated weekend box
office receipts for the top dozen pictures was $168.6 million, a record,
said Paul Dergarabedian, president
of box-office tracking company
Exhibitor Relations. The top 12
movies over the same weekend last
year pulled in $155.9 million, or 8.2
percent less, he said.
The range of new openings in
wide release, the opportunity to
catch up on older movies and the
"Lord of the Rings" finale combined to make it "a perfect
Christmas weekend at the movies,"
Dergarabedian said.
"Hollywood would love a
Christmas like this next year," he

Tonight: Start wishing people a happy
New Year's.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*****Those in your daily life could
start acting quite differently from how
they did in the past. You might be
stunned by what you see. Meanwhile,
work with a trusted partner or associate.
Make plans around the home. Tonight:
Love the one you're with.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** No one doubts your popularity, especially as you have such a nice
way ofspeaking to people. Others cannot
help but respond. Be open to new concepts at work that could be quite revolutionary. Talk; don't hold back now.
Tonight: Start enjoying yourself.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Whether you are throwing a
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll New Year's party or helping someone
4-Positive; finish off a project, you're very busy. If
5-Dynamic;
Have:
single, hold on to your hat — you could
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-DifficUlt
be in for a series of wild flirtations.
Excitement starts to surround your love
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Though you're still a power- life. Tonight: Don't push. Rest up.
house to deal with, you could feel a
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
major planetary swing today, which will ***** Your fiery side emerges, and
last for the next seven years. You could you won't take "no" for an answer.
become more introspective as a result. Realize that you could trigger a minirevLet go for the moment and become more olution on the home front if you're not
present with friends. Your instincts work careful. Be loving. In the next few years,
with an authority figure. Tonight: Try you will be gaining many new insights.
something different
Tonight: Start the celebration, please.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Dec.
30, 2003:
You'll like what happens if you like surprises. Learn to be flexible. Not everyone
or everything has the ability to deliver as
you would like. Learn to move on and try
a different attitude. Experimenting with
new ways will make you stand out from
the crowd. Learn when to hold back and
not to share. Allow your innate financial
creativity to emerge. If single, you will
want to settle down, which might mean
buying a house or entering into a relationship. If you are attached, you two
might relocate or do something exciting
involving your home. Don't allow your
partner to be at the effect of this new trait
of doing the unexpected. ARIES can be
an anchor.

PIERRE VINET, ho, New Line Productions/AP Photo
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
in awe as Saruman, played by actor *** Lie back if possible. A surprise **** You cannot deny the signifiwatches
Wormtongue. played by actor Brad Dourif, left,
photo from New could be heading your way when .you cance of a key family member in your
Christopher Lee, commands his legions of Uruk-hai in the undated promotional
"The Return of least expect it. Allow your creativity to life, nor do you want to. Recognize that
installment,
final
the
In
Towers."
Two
Line Cinema's, "The Lord of the Rings: The
emerge, though you might be asked to this person can be impossible. Work on
not seen.
the King," Saruma, who appears in the first two installments of the trilogy, is
keep something a secret. An associate or being more independent and less at the
around when Oscar nominations are partner suddenly becomes more open. 'mercy of others apd events next year.
tributed the movie.
said.
announced" in late January, Tonight: Get some extra zzz's before the Tonight: You will need every second of
million
$80
an
Mountain,"
"Cold
"Return of the King," directed by
big night.
said.
sleep you can get.
Peter Jackson, wraps up the trilogy epic directed by Oscar-winner Dergarabedian
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
meanKing,"
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
the
of
"Return
an
based on J.R.R. Tolkien's epic Anthony Minghella, features
surround
to
***** Friends seem
the
become
**** Others seek you out en
*
to
on
go
could
while,
Nicole
by
led
cast
adventure of hobbits, wizards, ensemble
even in the work arena. You might masse, whether to wish you a happy New
$1 billion you,
top
to
movie
second
Award
Academy
an
also
Kidman,
battling
dwarves
and
humans, elves
after 1997's "Titanic" need to slow down and head in a new Year or to ask you to celebrate with them.
for control of the mythical realm of winner. It co-stars Jude Law and worldwide,
By Sunday, it already direction, especially regarding a work You could be overwhelmed by what goes
Middle-earth. The ensemble cast Renee Zellweger, both previous ($1.8 billion).
at a turn on around you. Put a halt to all the activmillion, accord- matter. You might be surprised
$492
had taken in
Wood, Ian Oscar nominees.
Elijah
includes
of events. Go with the flow. Tonight: ity if you need to. Tonight: Share with
The film is adapted from Charles ing to New Line estimates.
McKellen, Viggo Mortensen and
Could you be celebrating already?
favorite people.
"Elf'slipped to the bottom of the CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Civil War best seller of the
Frazier's
Cate Blanchett.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
all
showing
strong
a
*** For whatever reason, you feel *** Today the planet of surpnses
"They have had a major invest- same name. It is a reimagining of top 10 list —
movie in its eighth pressured. You might feel as if everyone enters your sign for a little, less than
ment in the characters over the last Homer's "The Odyssey," in which a the same for a
Dergarabedian is dropping his or her work on you. You seven years. Those born in the beginning
release,
of
week
deserter
Confederate
wounded
few years. They are Waiting for the
comedy star- might not be happy about this situation, of the sign might feel the impact more.
Christmas
The
said.
his
to
home
way
his
makes
(Law)
Rolf
said
ending,"
dramatic
in $164.9 so ask for help. You could be delighted Surprises follow you and come from you.
taken
has
Ferrell
Will
ring
Mittweg, president and chief operat- sweetheart (Kidman).
by the outcome. Others pitch in. Tonight: Use caution with spending. Tonight:
million.
be
still
will
that
film
a
"That's
ing officer for New Line, which dis-

A force to be dealt with.

NH struggles with rash List shows parents
of bacterial meningitis how to help prevent CONCORD, N.H. (AP) —
Scientists are examining a strain of
bacterial meningitis and trying to
make links among five teenagers
who contracted the brain-swelling
disease. One of them has died.
State health officials planned to
alert emergency room personnel
statewide Monday about the cases
and urge them to watch for signs of
additional infections, according to
Jesse
epidemiologist
state
Greenblatt.
He said it is unusual to have so
many cases in such a short period.
Meningitis, which causes the
brain to swell, is spread by fairly
intimate contact, such as kissing or
sharing utensils or water bottles. It
is not easily transmitted through
sneezing and coughing.
Rachael Perry, 18, died
Saturday at Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Medical Center, where the woman,
from the southern community of
Bennington, had been hospitalized
since Christmas, Greenblatt said.
Meanwhile, a 13-year-old boy
from Colebrook, in the far northern tip of the state, also appeared
to have contracted the disease. The
boy became sick Friday and was in
critical condition Sunday.
Three other teens — two 15year-old classmates at Monadnock
Regional High School in Swanzey
and a 14-year-old from the
Concord area — were in fair condition Sunday.
Greenblatt said the 15-year-old
classmates, Brady Ells and Louis

by Jacqueline Bigar

Gilman, appear to have spread the
disease to one another, but that
health officials had found no links
between the other cases.
Ells, Gilman and Perry all contracted a strain of the disease
which cannot be prevented by vaccination. Heath officials were testing to determine whether the
Colebrook boy had the same
strain, and suspect the Concordarea boy did, as well.
"If all of the strains of the bacteria match, and certainly if there
are more cases, that would be more
concerning," Greenblatt said. "It
would mean that there is potentially more risk from a new strain that
has entered the area."
He said officials hoped to know
more about the strain during the
next day or two.
On Friday antibiotics were
given to Monadnock Regional
High School's 1,300 students and
staff. They also were given to
about 40 of Perry's co-worker.
friends and family

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)

Make sure you know how much money
you have.

****** You might want to take an
overview, especially since someone you
trusted could be acting up. Get used to
the unexpected, but in a different way
from in the past. This person reveals
more of what motivates him or her.

BORN TODAY
Boxer Laila Ali (1977), golfer Tiger
Woods (1975), singer, director, actress,
writer Tracy Ullman (1959)

injuries in children
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky has
released a list for parents that
includes ways to keep their children safe in the new year.
Injury
Kentucky
The
Prevention and Research Center at
UK last week released a list of 10
New Year's resolutions for keeping children safe.
"We wanted to give people
some New Year's resolutions they
can feel really positive about -and ones they can keep," said Julia
Costich, interim director of the
research center.
Injuries are the leading causes
of death for Americans age 17 and
younger. Costich said.
"Most of these deaths by injury
are preventable," she said. "You
have to just take a little bit of

k'd HOLIDAY SPECIAL
VIDEO GOLD
Rent 3 Movies (2 Days)'9.95
Price Includes Popcorn, Coke & Candy

1 Month Unlimited Tanning $25
1206 Chestnut St.(Behind Hardee's)• 759-4944

care."
The list's recommendations
range from childproofing cabinets
to forbidding children under 16
from driving all-terrain vehicles.
"The list is important because
you have to think about these
steps," Costich said. "These things
don't just happen instinctively."

BOB

***

s
If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT 759-9219
ccminnuivirie GREETING .SERVICE
FCIFJ A SPECIAL VVELCCPME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying,'We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
sVe have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
Q.

Over SO years!

2003 VVV Passat W8...

CORNELISON

Home.
Auto
Farm.
IRA's
Nursing Home.

THE ULTIMATE
PASSAT

IIII,
••••
-110,171,1-Z. •

ewsvw.

INSURANCE
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
www.kfbmurray.com

Drivers wanted.

A
1111 Fort Campbell Boulevard • Clarksville, TN •931-552-1111
Toll Free: 1-888-433-8088 • M-F 8om-8prn, SAT 9am-6pm
lion( a 5116 OFFER ENDS 12/31/03 DISCOUNTS OFF PASRP AU PIKES NCLUDE A CUSTONER
SERVICE FEE OF $349 AND A DOC FEE OF SRO 50 SUMECT TO CREDIT APPROVAL DUE TO ADVERTISING
DEADUNES UNT MAY SE SOLD PHOTO MAY NOT REFtKI ACTUAL ADVERTISED VEHIGE

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Discussions may improve intimacy
DEAR DR. GOTT: My wife is
83 and 1 am 79. We've had a reasonably good marriage for more
than 30 years For the past year or
two, her attitude
about intimacy
has drastically
changed; she no
longer encourages touching or
any show of
affection. While
I believe that
such activity is
for
ifecessary
Dr. Gott love and companionship, she
calls it "dirty old
By Dr. Peter
H. Gott, M.D. man behavior."
Is her attitude
consistent with her age or should I
suspect a distraction of her interest
to someone else?
DEAR READER: While an
extramarital interest is a possibility,
it is remote. I suspect that your wife
avoids intimacy with you for personal reasons that could range from
health issues and halitosis to anger
and a fear of the aging process. I
suggest that you sit down with her
one evening over a glass of wine
and ask for an adult discussion. You
need to share your feelings and
resentments in a non-emotional
manner. Using this strategy, you
should be able to learn the reason
for her change in attitude. Also, you
can express your concerns and, perhaps, arrive at a compromise that
will suit you both.
As a general rule, my elderly
patients are more interested in emotional closeness than they are in
physical intimacy. Sex and snug-

Delicious! !
starts
Jan. 9

Woman wonders if new friend LookingBack
10 years ago
The freezing rain that covered
is prince of light or darkness roads,
trees and power lines never

gling have lost their aura. However,
touching and hugging are ordinarily
welcomed. See what your wife has
to say. Her revelations could well
DEAR ABBY: I was physically
provide a stronger foundation for and emotionally abused by my paryour marriage and they would, at ents. Mother left home when I was
the very least, give you some
11. When I was
answets to your discomfort.
in my early 20s,
DEAR DR. GOT!': What addiI was attacked
tional measures .can one take to
and raped by a
reduce high blood pressure if stanstranger. I have
dard guidelines are being followed
through
been
and the BP remains high? Does
many abusive
time-release niacin help or is aspirin
relationships
several
and
—15e-tttr therapy?
failed marriages.
DEAR READER: I think you're
confused. Niacin therapy is used to
Dear Abby My last two
boyfriends were
lower serum cholesterol levels. It is
sexually
abunot appropriate treatment for hyperBy Abigail
sive. Now I'm
tension. Nor is aspirin, which is sugVan Buren
afraid of men
gested for patients with histories of
heart disease and vascular disorders. and sex.
And I'm not sure I understand what ' About a month ago, I met a man
who seemed nice. He gave me his
"standard guidelines" are.
number. A week later when I lost my
I gather from your brief note that
you have what is called "sustained" job, I called him to see if he knew of
any openings. He invited me over to
hypertension. I'm also assuming
your hypertension didn't respond to look at my resume, and I went.
We began a deep friendship. I
weight loss, dietary salt restriction
and exercise. Your next step is to told him things about my past that
gave me low self-esteem. He told
work with your family doctor to
me he had studied counseling and
choose a medicine that will bring
asked if he could work with me. I
your blood pressure down.
agreed.
The drug that's right for you
His help has brought back many
depends on your age, size and
painful memories, and we are dealdegree of hypertension. Many people with borderline high blood pres- ing with them together. He says
things to improve my self-esteem.
sure (in the 150/90 range) respond
He believes in me and wants me to
diuretic,
such
as
mild
to a
have a better future. He even hinted
hydrochlorothiazide, with or withhe'd like to be part of that future.
out other drugs, including betaHis tenderness is incredible, and I
blockers
blockers, calcium-channel
and ACE inhibitors. The dosages find myself melting into his arms.
Now for the bad part: He told me
and combinations can be monitored
that
he spent 25 years in prison.
by your physician. Blood pressures
Although he is no longer the same
in the dangerously high range
person who committed those
(above 200/100) need aggressive
crimes,
he was incarcerated once for
therapy under close supervision.
rape and two years later for sexual
Again, your physician is the logical
assault. He now has erectile dysresource to guide you and monitor
function,
so I know he couldn't do it
your response to treatment.
even
if he wanted to.
again,
To give you related information,
I
am
starting
to care for him a lot,
I am sending you a copy of my
same
time I'm scared of
but
at
the
Health Report "Hypertension."
don't
believe
he would ever
him.
I
Readers who would like a copy
since
he told me
me,
but
ever
harm
should send a long. SESE and $2 to
nightbeen
having
the
truth,
I've
167,
Box
Newsletter, P.O.
mares about someone chasing me
Wickliffe, OH 44092.
and trying to hurt me.
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40U WANT ME TO FRISK HER

Ml FRiEND HE.LEN'S
WALKIN(7 UP 11-tE SIDEVJALK!
PEEK OUT AND SEE IF
SHE'S BRINGING A GIFT !!

IT MIGHT BE UNDER
HER COAT! GREET
HER WITH A BIG HUG
AND PAT HER DOWN!

FRISK HER!
GRILL HER!
POP HER TRUNK!
DUMP HER PURSE!

ANOTHER, MATRIARCH
DEMONSTRATES THE FINE
ART Of RECIPROCAL &HANG.
IF •IOU FIND AN'iTHING, &WE THE
SIGNAL AND I'LL
SMACK A LABEL
ON A PRE-WRAPPED
BACKUP &ET 1,

Should I stop seeing him? He
does everything he can to reassure
me that he won't hurt me,and I want
to believe him. Please help. —
SCARED IN FLORIDA
DEAR SCARED: Your subconscious may be warning you. A synonym for "chased" is "pursued,"
and in a sense, this man is pursuing
you. He is not a licensed therapist.
He is a serial perpetrator of sex
crimes. Sexual assaults are sometimes less about sex than they are
about control. In other words, rape
is not always physical; it can also be
emotional.
Although you may be infatuated,
you have only known this man for a
month. That's not long enough to
make rational judgments. If you
want to conquer your problems,
consult a qualified, licensed therapist.

melted today because temperatures
never made it above 32 degrees.
Many electric lines were down and
roads were slick.
More than $7,000 has been donated to Calloway County Family
Resource Center since the deaths of
Bryan and Carol Luffman and
Patricia Lynn Yearry Dec. 22 when
$1,000 worth of gifts from Blood
River Baptist Church were destroyed
in the van that Bryan Luffman was
driving as they were delivering the
gifts from the church in the area.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of a base
woodland area covered with ice and
snow reflecting weather conditions
throughout Calloway County and of
Kentucky on Dec. 28. Accumulations
of one to two inches of snow are
expected. The photo was Staff
Photographer Greg Travis.
DEAR ABBY: My cousin,
Couples celebrating 50th wedding
"Debbie," will be married next
anniversaries
on Dec. 24 were Mr.
October. We have never been close.
Dunn and Mr. and Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Paul
supposed
to
be
in
my
wedShe was
Hollis
Adams.
ding, but she never showed up for
Births reported include a girl to
the fitting, so I replaced her with a
Linda and Johnny Canup, a girl to
friend.
Willie and Ronald Nance and a boy to
My dilemma: She told me my
husband is not invited to her wed- Donna and Timothy Gordon, Dec. 22.
30 years ago
ding because the dinner is $100 a
plate and no spouses or boyfriends
Published is a picture of Circuit
are allowed.
Judge James M. Lassiter swearing in
What do you think I should do? new county officials for 1974. They
— INSULTED IN OHIO
are Maurice Wilson, sheriff, Max
DEAR INSULTED: Politely
Morris, coroner, Charles Hale, propinform cousin Debbie that you will erty valuation administrator, Huel
be unable to attend her wedding, (Wimpy) Jones, jailer, Sid Easley,
and send a small token gift instead.
attorney. and Robert 0. Miller,judge.
•••

The Magic of Probabilities
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•9 6 4
8 53
•A K 9 6 4 3
WEST
EAST
4Q 10 8 5 2
•J 7
V K 97
10 6 4 2
•Q 10 5
•J 7
4.Q 9 3 2
+J 10 6
SOUTH
4. A K 3
WAQJ
•8 2
+A K 8 5 4
The bidding:
South
West
North East
1+
Pass
1•
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — five of spades.
On many deals, declarer has to
choose between two completely different lines of play, knowing that if
he chooses the wrong one, he will
have no chance to try the other. In
deciding what to do in these cases,
declarer's best bet is to rely on basic
probabilities.
For example, consider this deal
where South is in three notrump.
When dummy appears, he can count
seven top tricks — two spades, a
heart, two diamonds and two clubs
— and so has to try to develop two

02003 King Features Syndicate Inc

42 Spring mo.
43 — -game show
44 After deductions
45 True
46 Warming drink
48 — —
for keeps
49 Border town
(2 wds.)
51 Naval officer
53 Raring to go
54 Common
door sign
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1 Phony
6 Be of benefit
11 Groove
12 Romantic song
14 Brain part
15 Sister s clothes
17 Polynesian
plant
18 — — snail s
Pace
19 Not or Chaney
20 Panhandle
21 Rowdy group
23 Ship deserter
24 Entice
25 Colors
27 Dater backdrops
28 A Barnum
30 Rancid
31 Flop
32 West Point grad
33 Doge stopper
35 Open
36 Fix a
manuscript
37 Stiff — — board
38 Zilch
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1 Sates rep s goal
2 Kind of renewal
3 They exist
4 Business abbr.
5 Elec. measure
12-29 © 2003 United Feature Syndicate Inc
6 Monastery head
7 Conceited
27 Beauty pack
20 Public transport
8 Elev.
28 Polite word
9 Midwestern St. 22 Poltergeist
29 Young frog
23 NBA official
10 Sideways
31 Spiral
24 Gave false
1 Wave down
molecule
hopes(2 wds)
3 Absorb
34 Isaac
26 E.T. craft
16 Mourn ul cry
Newton slide
1110
1117
35 Secondhand
1
2 IN5
37 Deep devotion
13
12
39 Daddy
11
Warbucks ward
81
17
40 Condescend
14
15
1611
41 Envelope abbr
Ill
43 Sit for an artist
19
1811
46 Catch
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47 Evergreen
211122
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48 Doctrine
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50 Ma s male
31
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28 29
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 29, the
363rd day of 2003. There are two
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 29, 1845, Texas was
admitted as the 28th state.
On this date:
In 1170, Archbishop Thomas
Becket was murdered in Canterbury
Cathedral in England.
In 1851, the first American•
Young Men's Christian Association
was organized, in Boston.
In 1975, a bomb exploded in the
main terminal of New York's
LaGuardia Airport, killing 11 people.
In 1996, war-weary guerrilla and
government leaders in Guatemala
signed an accord ending 36 years of
civil conflict.
Ten years ago: Nearly three
weeks after the orbiting Hubble
pace Telescope was repaired by
the crew of the space shuttle
Endeavour, scientists reported
"absolutely no sign of problems."
Five years ago: Two top Khmer
Rouge leaders apologized for the
deaths of as many as 2 million people during their regime in the 1970s,
and asked Cambodians to forget the
past.
One year ago: Secretary of State
Colin Powell, making the rounds of
the Sunday television talk shows,
said there was still time to find a
diplomatic resolution to North
Korea's development of nuclear
weapons, and that the situation hadn't yet reached the crisis stage.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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more winners.
There are two possibilities. He
can cross to dummy with a diamond
at trick two and take a heart finesse.
If it succeeds, he can return to
dummy with another diamond and
repeat the finesse. Since East and
West ate equally likely to have been
dealt the heart king, the chance that
this approach will succeed is an even
50 percent.
South's other option is to attempt
to establish dummy's diamonds. This
can be accomplished, if the missing
diamonds are divided 3-2, by permitting the defenders to win the first
lead of the suit and later using his
remaining diamond as an entry to
dummy.
In trying to choose which method
of play is more likely to be successful, it is obviously helpful for
declarer to know that the chance of a
3-2 division is 68 percent.
Consequently, the winning line of
play in the long run would be to
deliberately lose the first diamond
trick, which would succeed about
two-thirds of the time, as opposed to
relying on a heart finesse, which
would win only half the time.
In the actual deal, declarer makes
four notrurrip if he concedes a diamond trick early in the play, but goes
down one if he tries a heart finesse
instead.

Tomorrow: The queen can do no wrong.

•11.1 &Mar*

The photo was by Staff Photographer
David Hill.
Fire destroyed a body shop for
diesel trucks at Taylor Motors Truck
Sales near Midway Dec. 27. Early
estimates of $100,000 including two
trucks, equipment and building were
reported.
40 years ago
Navy Ensign Gerald T. Parker, son
of Mrs. Anna Parker of Murray, has
graduated from Naval Officers
Candidate School, Newport, R.I.
Murray Tigers lost to Sedalia and
Mayfield won over Fulton City in the
first round of the Calloway County
High School Invitational Basketball
Tournament. Rusty Henry was high
scorer for Murray.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Tipton, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Elroy Dunaway and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Rob H. McCallon.
50,years ago
Sgt. Arthur E. Brandon, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin brandon, has received
the Good Conduct Medal for services while stationed in Korea.
Murray Tigers won over Sharpe
and New Concord Redbirds won over
Clinton in the Mayfield High School
Invitational Basketball Tournament.
High team scorers were Alexander,
Murray, Barrett, Sharpe, Kingins,
New Concord and McDaniel,
Clinton.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Noel Clement Johnson, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Sins and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. John L. Williams.
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Jackson says he was 'manhandled' when he
surrendered to face molestation charges
NEW YORK (AP) — Michael
Jackson says he is still in pain from
being put in police handcuffs last
month and tells CBS's "60
Minutes" that authorities "manhandled" him.
The pop star said he suffered a
dislocated shoulder from the way
he was cuffed and handled during
his arrest on child molestation
charges.
"It's hurting me very badly,"
Jackson said in an interview broadcast Sunday. "I'm in pain all the
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Factory Sponsored
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time."
Representatives of the Santa
Barbara County sheriff's department did not return a call seeking
comment Sunday. District Attorney
Thomas Sneddon has said Jackson
was treated fairly while in custody.
Jackson denied the molestation
charges against him in a partial
transcript of the interview released
Friday, and said he still believes it's
acceptable to have children sleep in
his bed.
On Sunday, CBS released the
full transcript of Jackson's
Christmas night interview with Ed
Bradley.
Jackson, 45, is charged with
seven counts of performing lewd or
lascivious acts upon a child under
14 and two counts of administering
an intoxicating agent. After surrendering to Santa Barbara. Calif.,
authorities Nov. 20, he was set free
on $3 million bail.
The pop star said authorities
sought to belittle him when he was
taken into custody.
"They were supposed to go in,
and just check fingerprints, and do
the whole thing that they do when
they take somebody in," he said.
"They manhandled me very rough-
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Savings on
custom made,
quality crafted
furniture. Save on our
finest sofas, loveseats,
chairs, sectionals and
accent pieces... custom
covered in your choice
of over 1,000 fabrics
& leathers!

MARK SMITH, CBS News/AP Photo

Michael Jackson is interviewed by Ed Bradley with the CBS television program "60 Minutes" in Los Angeles Thursday.
Jackson told Bradley that he still believes it's acceptable to
sleep with children and that he would "slit my wrists" before he
would hurt a child. Jackson, arrested Nov. 20 on suspicion of
child molestation, denied the charges against him during the
interview to be broadcast Sunday.
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and close-outs are
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ly. My shoulder is dislocated. liter- warrant, Jackson said, although he
admitted he has yet to see it.
ally."
Bradley pressed Jackson, a
The pain from being handcuffed
of three, on whether he
father
behind his back "keeps me from
his own children to
allow
would
sleeping at night," he said.
with a 45-year-old
bed
a
in
sleep
Jackson said he was locked in a
the way
understood
he
if
and
man
restroom for 45 minutes after he
others.
to
appeared
this
asked to use the facilities. He said
"People think sex," Jackson
the room was smelly because of
"They're thinking sex. My
said.
feces thrown all over.
doesn't run that way. When I
mind
His bedroom at his Neverland
I see the face of God.
children,
see
ranch was left a "total wreck" by
them so much."
love
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hits home. Subscribe to
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2004 Chevrolet Monte Carlo
Stock #GC4206

:(,( 417-

Rebate = $4,000

2003 Chevrolet Venture
,tok
'

=(431

NISRP $28,855.00

$17,24586*
Rebate = $4,000

lower Sliding Door

2004 Chevrolet
Silverado

FURNITURE,INC.

"COME SEE WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING"

2004 Chevrolet Impala

$16,86263*

eragg

2004 Chevrolet
Trail Blazer

Front & Rear Air

Aluminum Wheels

Stock #GT4068

MSRP $21,905.00
LS Package

$17 15137*

Trailoring Package

Rebate = $2,7,0()

Rebate

Roger Knott

Mackie Nolan

Nick Smith

$3,500

Ricky Searcy

Preston Barrett

$22,99333*
Dale Dunning

Run Goldstein

*Disclaimer: All prices are tax, title and license additional. All prices are after all manufacturer to dealer and all consumer incentives. Price includes $64.50 doc fee.
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